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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION ELECTS

A

Endorses Administrations of Pres. Taft
and the County Officials

Flood of Advertising Cards to
be Sent East

and Precinct Chairman

PRICE 5 CENTS

III

DELEGATES TO STATE CONVENTION

1

Meeting Colled to Elect County

Cr- U-

Ció

Interesting Talks at Court House Judge E. L. Medler .Drew Lists
Friday Night

Wednesday Night

Hon. Albert B. Fall Recommended to Legislature

for United States Senate

J. D. Taylor of La Luz Elected "Come to New Mexico and be

meeting of the Otero county
republican central committee
was held at the court house Saturday afterno.ui. The meeting
was called fd the purpose of
electing a county chairman and
to fill several vacancies in the
precinct chairmanship?.
The committee meeting was
called immediately after the adjournment of the county convention, while the representatives
of so many precincts were pres.
ent. It was the will of the comity convention that any delegate
or committeeman from any of
the precincts, though not the
precinct chairman, should te
recognized and have a vote, in
the proceedings if the committee.
The meeting was called to order by .las. J. Hill who served
as chairman. J. I. Bailey of
precinct No. H) served as secretary. The following resignations from precinct chairmen
were received and accepted : J.
I). Taylor, precinct No. 2, La
Luz: J. H. Howell, precinct No.
II, Tularosa. Jesus le. runda was
elected chairman of precinct No,
'J ami Reney B. Field, chairman
of precinct No. 3.
J. D. Taylor, nf precinct No.
2, was elected county chairman,
,

The republican county convention, to elect six delegates to
San Francisco, Feb 24., Mon- - the state convention at Santh
Fe, was held at the court house
day, February the twenty-sixth- .
'
w
i
is
e
Mexico invitation iu Alautógordu on 3 tur titty, iliw
is
Day." The Southern Pacific call was issued for ten o'clock in
Company has had printed many the morning, but on account of a
thousands of post cards showing misunderstanding as to the hour,
typical New Mexico scenes. On so many delegates were missing
each card is an invitation tojthat the meeting was postponed
"Come t New Mexico and he mitii two o'clock in the
If you have friend or noon. At two o'clock, it Was
relations iu the East who would found that the Tularosa delegalike to come to New Mexico, in- tion had not arrived, and the
vite them by sending one of meeting was postponed again
these cards. The Southern Paci- until No. 3 arrived at half past

Taft and the Republican
party, as being wise, conservative and for the best interests
ot the people of the United
Sh u lee, ami
our ane
giance to the principles of the
Hepublican party.
"J We endorse the administration of our present County
Officials of Otero County.
"! Believing that it is to the
best interests and welfare of aU
of the people of the State of
New Mexico, that the Honorable
Albert B Fall be elected United
States Senator, we, the representative delegatesof the Republican party of Otero County, in
Convention assembled, do earn
eat ly recommend and endorse
his election by the forthcoming
legislative assembly."

after-Happy-

furnishing the cards free.

t

."
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The convention was called to
order by Ja6. J. Hill and Cha.
K. Thomas served as temporary
secretary. The chair appointed
the three committees and anH. H. Major,
nounced a recess of ten minutes
to allow- the committees time to
J. M. Fall,
J. I. Bailey.
prepare their reports. The
lowing were the three commit-- a
The convention
recognized
tees: Iermanent organization, thirty-fou- r
delegates, including
D. M. Sutherland, chairman,
im proxies. Motion was made
Guthrie Smith, I'. H. Waldie; and carried that the candi. lates
credentials, Marshall W.Parker, be nominated from the floor, one
chairman, J. D. Taylor, J. O. at a time. The following were
Cazares; resolutions, Hal H. declared the duly elected deleMajor, Jack M. Fall, J. I. Bailey. gates to represent Otero county
The committee on permanent in the state convention : John
organization recommended tbatj. Bowman, Chas. P. Downs,
the temporary organization be!jM. a. Baird, of Alamogordo;
made permanent and the report J. (). Cazares, of Tularosa; Jack
was adopted. The report of the1 J. Fall, of Three Rivers; J.
on credentials was
g Bailey, of Cloudcroft.
adopted. The report of the res
a further resolution was
committee was adopted, induced and passed to the effect
and read as follows:
that any delegate regularly elec
of
Republicans
Otero ted by the county convention.
the
, .
,
.,
..
t
i i
i. j snuwiu,
i. :iie uuauie
10 auenu me
uouniy,
uusrssimi avium
eu :
state convention, give his proxy
"We, your committee on reso-- i to some other delegate from this
lut ions, beg to report as follows ! county, and not to any other per"1 We heartily endorse the son. The convention was then
administration of President Wil- adjourned.

The chamber of commerce, board
of trade, or the Southern Pacific
agent in your city or town will
give them to yu on Monday.
The pictures on these cards wiil
be representative of your own
section and when you send thes-cards East you will be boosting
your own territory. There is

-

e

fol-fo- r

detachable return card with
each postal, so place your name
and address on it so that your
Eastern friends can answer and
tell you what New Mexico has
that they are interested in.

State Bank Issues
Statements

The Alamo

The Alamo State Bank issend-in- g
out statements showing the
condition at the close nf busito succeed Chas. I'. Downs, who
ness on February 2. This instihas removed to Santa Fe. There
tution was opened only a
heing no further business, the
ago, yet it is already list-- ;
meeting was adj .urned.
ing undivided profits accumulat-'I1
it. ir
- tic tin Ilk i a rirrnu nurr. . ami
...p,.
Friday Literary Cirxle
will continue to grow, for
The next meeting of the Fri reason that its business is being
day Literary Circle Mill beheld
conducted along sound, conserat the home of Mrs. Woodside
vative lines.
March 1. A full attendance is
desired as it is expected that the
Spring Millinery Cowing
committee appointed to schedule
Mrs. 0. C. Bemis has gone to
the coining year's work will be
the United States.
Louis to buy the spring stock JUAREZ CAPTURED ONCE MORE
St.
ready to make its second report.
The Vasquistas were orderly
Believing with Stevenson that of millinery. She will personal-in conduct and no drinking was
" I be world is so full of a num- y make the selections and after
allowed.
Orders were posted
ber of things" the circle has her return the big millinery Surrendered Tuesday Horning to against looting and ordering
the
practically dncided to drop the opening ill be conduced, when
the Vasquistas
protection of American interests,
study of Shakespeare during the the goods will be shown.
giving warning that any violanext year and turn its attention
tion would be summarily dealt
Firemen's Hall
to other field of literature.
At ten o'clock Tuesday morn with.
The insurrectos' arms
The work of Scandinavian an
The crowd which attended the ing Juarez passed into the hands were stacked iu the garrison and
thor are bring considered as firemen's ball was not so large of the insurrectos under Vas - 'the onlv armed men allowed on
well as those of Tolstoi and oth- as expected, nor so large as the qm(,u.
This makes the fifth the streets are the guards
ers. Perhaps part of the Chau- excellence oi tne entertainment time that Juarez has been under, At the nresent time there are
tauqua work will be taken up merited, but it was large enough different rules in the past year. three parties fighting for suprem- . i - it i
k
i
and it is expected that some time .
so nial
au First it was under the rule of
j:..nOj pariy
in Mexico, the Maderistas
will be given to a sociological is- spans uei.gnuui evening, ne- - l)1BZ ; second, under Madero, as the Vasquistas,
and the Zapa
sue nf a practical nature disprov- iresiimeiuB were serveu.
,turrecto; third, under Ma- - tictas.
ing the assertion often made by
dero, as a federal ; fourth, under
J. E. Orr. Otero county agent thl preent rue t,e rue of ,he The meeting of the board of
a great American magazine that
the work of women's dobs is for the Singer sewing machine, Vasquistas
regents which was scheduled for
has moved his office and sales,
aimless.
last Friday, was not held on acpritítlCally no
lm?re w
from the Quinliven build-- !
of the illness of the presiA
ft.w
count
fougllt
voley
tle
Motorcyclists
ing into the store room on New fire, by the mmrrmtot
they dent, and the failure of the two
Every owner of a motorcycle, York avenue recently vacated ntepeJ tMWn
Lincoln county members to at
tnd they were
in the state, should send his by O. O. Cady the Jeweler.
,wered by few Mnvrtng ,hoU tend.
oame and address to the State
Wol finger's store has this week from the defenders. Only one
The Beavers will hold an inCommissioner for New Mexico received a coat of paint, and!
man was shot, and he, a captain formal social gathering
at their
and receive literature concernwith the tastefully decorated of the federals, was accidentally home Saturday evening. A good
ing the Federation of American
show windows, presents a very wounded by une of his own men.
Motorcyclists.
Every city and pleasing front. Yes, and the The Juarez garrison and citizens program has been arranged. A
few friends who are not memtown in the state that has a half
were under orders from Mexico bers of
side window also is pleasing.
the order have been indozen riders should secure inMrs. A. Bennett of Three Riv- City to surrender as it is a mili- vited.
j
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formation concerning the organising of a club and joining the ers, N. If., was a week end guest
of friends in town.
K. A.JI.
Address U. Eugene Lain, AgriCelso Telles of Bent was in
cultural College, New Mexico Alamogordo Saturday as a delefor information.
gate to the county convention.

tary impossibility to fortify the
town itself against attack. Also
the Mexican government was
afraid that American property
or citizens would be injured,
thus causing complications with

Bulk of Jurors

Ham H.

'

fic is

of Tree Pruning Alamogordo and Tularosa FurniBh

Saturday Morning

Happy"

County Chairman

A

Demonstration

J.

I.

Qregg,

commissioner

the third district, arrived
Wednesday to attend a special

from

board meeting which is being
held today.

'

Prof. Fabian Garcia and Prof.
Late Wednesday nieht of last
F. L. Bixby, of the Agricultural week, Judge E. J,. Medler made
Mid iMeciiiiii.'Ui ly.iilcgc oí lAieM the maw ing oi the Usis ot grand
Mexico, arrived in Alamogordo and petit juries for the spring
last Friday afternoon on a tour term of court, which will hecon-o- f
investigation for the benefit vened here on next Monday
of this community. They drove morning.
around the tow n and the valley! The list for the grand jury

Friday afternoon, and Friday contains twenty-sevenames,
evenjng spoke to an audience in twenty one to serve as grand
jurors and iz as talesmen, and
the court house auditorium
The meeting at the court is as follows : C. A. Garrett, J.
home Friday night was a good V. Latham, L. N. Jones, Alfred
one. The attendance was not so, Walters, J. W. Fetz, Howard
large as entertainments draw, Beacham, C. A. Tesson, J. H.
but the people who attended McKae, J. W. Bennett, H. J.
were there as a matter of busi-- j McCleinents, C. S. Brown, Al.
ness and vitally interested in j Armagnacq, all of Alamogordo;
the topics discussed. Profs. I J. N. Anderson, Walter Nichols,
Garcia and Bixby both spoke of of IaLuz; Adelaido Bernal, Max
the possibilities of development Lopez, J. J. Dale, Alvina Guer-i- n
this section. Prof. Garcia ra, of Tularosa ; Guadalupe
enthusiastic about the mijo, of Tliree Rivers; Manuel
future of this valley, but The Davolas, of Bent, Thomas Kimp-New- b
has not been able to get jton, of Mescalero; C- E. Beasley,
an expression of Prof. Bixby s Mountain Park ; W. A. Nelson,
of Mayhill; G. E. Moffett, of
views.
The demonstration work on Orogrande; Jas. A. Tatum, Tom
Saturday was somewhat curtail- Charles, of Cloudcroft; James
ed on account of the high wind Browntield, Jr , of Orange.
The list of the petit jury conduring the morning, and the
in
the afternoon. tains thirty-si- z
rain and snow
names, twenty-fou- r
The party visited L. N. Jones'
to serve as jurors and twelve
orchard, where the pruning of as talesmen, and is as follows:
fruit trees was done, under the'j. A. Lilly, H. M. Denney, J. C.
Jones, C. I. Hauna, Antonio
direction of Prof. Gracia.
There was another meeting in Chavez, W. R. Cunningham,
the public school on Saturday Dan. C. Park, A. B. Chalk, Jeff
afternoon, at which both of the Hadaman, J. S. Baker, H. H.
visitors made most interesting Virden, all of Alamogordo; J.
D. Taylor, E. Moya, A. E. Hill,
talks.
A. L. Winesett, of La Luz; Fred
Every Kind of W eather in the Guiterrez, Zenon Prado, Chou
Catalogue
L.pez, Casimiro Romero, Lino
There was no lack of variety Bru,8",'-- . Luis Aguilar, Frank
Harris, Isaac Car-I- n
in the weather last Saturday. K""'er.
V8Jttl Andrew Wilson, Jr., all
the morning a terrific sand
Tularosa; Frank Smith, of
storm raged. At three o'clock
ThrPe
Rlver; John Haynes, of
began
to fall and continued
snow
Mountain
Park; Lee Green, of
mmmmá
down
to co.re
until the
D.
Weed;
R. Atkinson, Oscar
had a cover of six inches of the
Shinlield,
T. Baird, W. H.
E.
beautiful.
Harkness,
Mike
Carrigan, of
The total precipitation in rain
; C. F. Van Cleve, W.
Cloudcroft
ond snow was equivalent to sixtenths of an inch, as shown by J. Spillers, of Avis.
the government gauge.
Attractive Ads on the Screen at
the Sew Alamo
Dr. T. A. Haxby, wife and little daughter, of Cloudcroft were
The most attractive Ads that
visitors here Monday evening.
have
ever been put on in AlaDr. Haxby went on to Orogrande
mogordo are now being shown on
to
business matters.
the screen at the New Alamo
Jaca m. rail or three Ktvers motion picture
show.
Bob
arrived Friday evening and at - Woodworth is the designer of
tended the county convention the Ads and thev interest the
Saturday. He was elected
audience almost as much as the
delegate to the state convention. good pictures. Some of the ilJ. O. Cazares of Tularosa was lustrations used are very catchy
a visitor in Alamogordo Satur- and clever.
day. He represented the whole
St. Patrick's Dance
Tularosa precinct in the county
convention, and was elected a The public improvements dedelegate to the state convention. partment of the Civic League
FOR SALE:
The PhilliDs' will give a St. Patrick's dance at
property on Tenth street, direct- - he Beavers' hall on the evening
ly opposite the Pierce residence. f Saturday, March 18. Dane-Acr- e
and half of land. 200 eight n8 from nine until twelve
year old fruit trees. A bargain, o'clock. Good music will be
provided.
Will sell on easy terms.
G. W. Phillips.
The greatest aggregation of
LOST: A plain green and black
ever assembled in on
spinsters
lap robe, somewhere between T
L
. ,
ftt
Majestic Thursday
bunch'
12th and 6th streets. Finder
please return to Niws office and aml Friday nights. If you don't
receive reward.
Jwant to laugh, better stay away.
J
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End of Progress
s Seen in
Years to Come

Addition of Humus Does Not Increase Availability of Water.

By T. RAYLE RUCE
E ALL know that the nations of the world are hejrinnins to
enter into a change of all things, political, economic and social.
The nations must expand and find new territory for their
surplus populations because the countries prmnnr. nrnrlnre
1
' ,
enougn loonstuna lor their support.
lhe ground which for
vears has produced a hundredfold is exhausted. The nations
seek virgin soil and in doing so will come to blows.
Africa
will be the theater of future conflicts.
Civilization, which is process in all things, is like a
mighty wave that rolls onward all obstacles. It sweeps before
it all that was, mankind, animals and plants, and puts in their stead whatever is needed for its support. We know how progress drove the red man,
the beasts of the forest, the trees thereof before its tireless march until
they became extinct. The same thing will occur as the plains of Siberia,
of South America shall be settled and cultivated.
The original inhabitant! will disappear. The tents of the Lappa and Patagonians will make
room for cities, their feeding and hunting grounds become farms. With
them will vanish those wild animals and plants which are now their support.
This must occur in Africa as well. The original inhabitants will be
driven farther and farther until with the help of various diseases, which
accompany progress, the black race will be no more. The white race will
dwell in cities where formerly the Matabele had his
hut. Farms will flourish where stood the primeval
forest with its animal life.
It may take hundreds of years before this shall
be accomplished.
Then a mighty hand will call a
a halt and progress is at its end. Civilization will
have killed itself.
As the physician gives stimluants to his dying
patient to prolong life, so will silence come to the help
of the exhausted ground, until it becomes utterly un- productive. Progress is dead.
Migration of nations, wars, as of old, will be the
the rule, the stronger surviving. A new race will
inhabit a new earth, which will resemble the old one
onh' in its outlines.

w

People arc inclined to complain a good
deal over the precariousness of life. Vo
hate to live from hand to mouth. Yet it
is precisely from this element of our earthly
career that our noblest qualities come.
Endow a man so that he never has to
worn- - about money, remove him from all
temptations, insure him against ever falling
ill and his sul will shrivel up like a bean.
The strong, free, sweet souls are those
who every day are stepping out into tho
dark.
By FRANK CRANE
All that manly charm which plays liko
a halo around the soldier, the cowboy and
the explorer of wilds is due to the fact that men in such enterprises aro
brothers and companions of alarms.
The more settled and wealthier portions of civilization are full of
email, dried up, spidery souls who have retired on a settled income. They
are fatal to life of any kind and particudarly to young life; hence most
of the youth emigrate.
They go west. The west is greater than the east because the east
is settled and the west is unsettled.
In the east are old religions, old customs, old families, old laws and old institutions all full of rats and fever.
In the west is fresh air.
One reason a king cannot 1 a great soul is because he cannot lose his
job. Another reason is that "the king can do no wrong." Take away a
man's right to sin and you assassinate his moral character.
It is even better, morally, to be a gambler than to be endowed. .
"It is not," savs Carl Hiltv, "for the needs of lusurv that God is
to be hail, but for dailv bread."

Man
Living
From
Hand
to Mouth

a:

ii
w
Cl

gl
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There are husbands and husbands. Anil,
like any other plant in the universe, each
one thrives as his particular nature responds to his environment. "The w
man " speaking in the broader sense of
the term, or the comfortable man, is a
mere hothouse plant that blooms and looks
pleasant amid the warmth and beautyJ of
. ,
a conservatory, and when set in the open
degenerates into only a suggestion of its
former bloom.
Let me hunt for the wind berries that
By JANE L RUSSELL
hold their heads above the snow; the bios- soms that brave the winds and storms ami
sun ; and the sturdy cedars that thrive upon the cruel mountain tops
which same may be transported into unwonted luxury with no loss of
Just such a nature I would seek in the man I marry.
A man who has struggled through vicissitudes, having lost no whit of
his smiling nature, who is strong enough to brave any storm of misfortune, keeping ever the beauty of his nature beyond destruction, who has
attained a measure of success and who can live in it with no sacrifice of
the virility of his manhood.
With such a man marriage would be contentment, and contentment
is happiness.

Man
Who
Keeps
on
Smiling
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Horses
Turn
Heads
to Cold
Winds
By E. W. WOODS

I
iI

t

I have noticed that horses when they
are compelled to remain in. the open cold
turn their heads to the wind, and it seems
to me that they stand in this way because
they thus present the least heat surface of
their body to the cold.
And also in this attitude thev secure the
grestest possible natural protection from
their hairy coats, inasmuch as the wind
forces the individual

hairs

more closely

against the body.
If this looks reasonable to teamsters,
they should turn their horses' he4s to th
cold wind every time possible.

SOILS

FARMING

To Secure Greatest Benefit Barnyard
Manure Should Be Applied In
Small Amount and at Rath-

er Frequent Intervals.
That the addition of humus to the
regions does
the
'lot Increase the availability of water
n the ground and that humus-bearinmaterial barnyard manure,
straw.
leaves, or other vegetable matter
should be a(!ded to the soil frequently
in small amounts, are conclusions
drawn from experimenta recently conducted at the experiment station ot
the state of Washington, says the
Country Gentleman.
The basis of the experiments was
zones,
foil taken trom the
one cubic loot of which, without
humus, weighed eighty pounds
and
was capable ot absorbing and retaining, without diainage, -- per cent, ot
its weight of water Of the water, only
16.8 pounds could be taken up
by
plants, wilting occurring when a cubic
loot of the soil hold but 3.2 pounds ot
water beventy-sirounds of this
soil was mixed with four pounds ot
humus, the soil being capable of holding 19 pounds of water, and the humus
four that is, 100 por cent, of its
weight.
A cubic foot of the humus-bearinsoil retained 'Jj pounds of water, while a similar amount of soil
without humus held but "'i pounds.
Forty per cent, of the water held by
1.6
the humus
pounds and 3.04
pounds held by the soil were unavailable to plants.
Since in one cubic foot of soil without humus, containing 20 pounds of
water, but 16. S pounds were available
for the growth of plants, in a tier of
three cubic feet of soil 50.4 pounds of
water were available for plants. To
make this amount of water available
In three cubic feet of soil without bu-mus a volume of water a foot square
and 12 inches deep was reoulred. the1
amount available 00. 4 pounds being
equal to 9.7 inches of the depth IndiBoil in

Ó

x

1

cated.
With these facts in mind the next
problem was to lind how many inches
of water would be available to plant
growth when five per cent, of humus
was put into a cubic foot of soil. In
soil, as stated, from
the humus-bearin23 pounds of moisture retained 18.3b
pounds were available for the use of
plants. It was found that the soil
containing humus absorbed a greater
amount of water than did the soil
s
without humus, two and
cubic feet oi the former holding as
much water as had been retained by
three cubic feet of the silt. Since
S 36 pounds
of water were' available
for the growth of plants in a cubic
foot of the humus-ladesoil, two and
s
50.41
cubic feet held
pounds of available water or a volume a foot square by 9.71 Inches deep.
Hence, with no humus in the soil. 9.7
Inches of the given volume had been
available for plants, and with humus
added in the amount indicated, n 71
inches of the same volume were available.
Said Prof. Clark C Thom, in discussing these results: "In all cases
where humus is ad. led to the soli water is held nearer the surface and is
therefore more easily evaporated.
Five per cent, of humus which is as
much as Is likely to be added does
not Increase the availability of moisture and Is of no direct benefit in this
respect; Indeed. It may even be detrl- nmal m tnat it holds the moisture
ne
,he """"J- - WDere
quickly evaporated.
'The beneficial results of humus are
in creating a new supply of plant food
and it Is always advisable, even imperative, that humus be present la
the sell. Clays are opened up by It,
washing Is prevented and nitrogen is
three-fourth-

1

n

three-fourth-

""''"u

j

a common experience among
farmers who add great amounts ui manure to their land to observe on the
,n
,0"W1D
crop i,urns
rear
where the fertilizer was supplied The
reason for this U obvious. The ms- nure ,ne' have added Is able to reu,n ltg own welht In water, or
tlcally so, and this amount It at once
absorbs from the soli. Of the amount
absorbed, however, only about sixty
ceM " callable for the growth
ui piauts, me rest i.eing locked up.
Hence the following year the soil Is
actually dried out by the manure,
and burning results. Hut the second
year will show benefits from the use
of the fertilizer, since It baa by tais
time stored up its 40 per cent, reserve, retaining this amount or moisture In excess of vrhat would otherwise be present in the ground.
"It Is thus made plain wby farmers
should not dump great amounts ot
barnyard manure on their land at In
tervala of trom three to ten years, as
some do. To give the greatest benefit
the manure should be added In small
amounts and at more frequent Inter

lr

t

PLOWING TO STORE MOISTURE

YOUR SUCCESS AS A FARMER.

SUFFERED FOURTEEN YEARS.

A Terrible Casa of Dropsy and How
Surplus Water, Kept In Subsoil, Will
It Was Cured.
Rise to Surface in Time of Drouth
Mrs. W. R. Cody. 603 Tenth St,
Rain Carried Over.
"I waa to
Lewlston, Idaho, says:
sore I could hardly move.
and
lame
men
flit
with
Some
the weather
t
Headaches were frequent and my
take chances with moisture conditions
and they wonder why they aren't
had chills and hot
If
more of a success on the farm.
flashes and my ana
they would save the extra rainfall
kles swelled so I
large quantity of water would b
could scarcely wear
stored iu the subsoil for immediate
Kidney
my shoes.
use in case of dry weather.
bothered
secretions
If a farmer doesn't practice moisture
me and my nerves
conservation and raises a good crop,
were unstrung. I be
his neighbor across the road, savins;
Kidney Pills and
Doan's
taking
gan
largsurplus
the
rainfall, will have a
me
swelling
diminisneu.
soon
the
er yield. Reverse the moisture condiquickly
tions a dry growing season and the backache and other troubles
completely
chances for a crop favor the man who disappeared, and I was
cured."
takes care of the water that falls on
"When Tour Back Is Lame, Rememhis farm.
Three or four inches of rain carried ber the Name DOAN'S." BOc.all stores.
Co., Buffalo, N. T.
over from one season to the next Foster-Milbur- n
means three or four hundred tona of
THE WAY NOWADAYS.
water an acre In the subsoil water
enough to carry a growing crop
through any ordinary dry weather. It
is possible to carry even more than
thi3 from one year to another, saya
A. H, Leidigh, assistant professor of
crops at the Kansas Agricultural college.
How can the rainfall be saved?
Plow the field as soon as the crop
baa been harvested. If it is spring or
ummer follow the plow with a drag.
The rains will soak into the soil In-

EARLY

CULTIVATION

'

to Absorb Moisture.

Shallow cultivation Is the same In
effect as applying a mulch to the soil,
ns It prevents the bed from becoming
dry, and enables it to absorb all the
n:olsture from light showers and
dews.
For May plants such cultivation
will be sufficient without watering.
hut others, notably dahlias, must have
plenty of water. Soap suds from the
wash are excellent for dahlias, and
should be applied by the pailful to
make sure of reaching the roots. This
matter of watering, right down to the
roots of the plants, is very important, and unless you can give enough
to do that it will be better not to water at all, but trust to shallow cultivation only. Always use a watering
pot, so that you can apply the water

Any man ought to get three square
meals a day If he is able to work
and able to keep from being worked.
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Most of us have repair shops for
our broken promises.

Hoax My daughter
has reached
the age when a girl begins to think
of marriage.
Joax Just seven years old, eh?

the truth about

IS BEST

Applying Mulch to Soil Prevents Bed
Prom Becoming Dry and Enables

farming
are offering substantial
homes, so reliable In their nature and
on such easy terms, that any thrifty
farmer can make the land pay Itself
out In a short time. We are selling a
wonderfully fine body of land as owners, guaranteeing perfect title, to the.
homeseeker consequently no selling
commission increases the price to tha
purchaser, who gets the last dollar ot
value In the land.
Good crops were raised In this section last season when so many localities made short crops. Sendto us
for free Illustrated booklets, giving
complete information. The farmer
who is now working land that he can
sell for high prices can
la
lands just as productive, Just as certain, getting a big Increase in acreage
in this wonderful new country. Th
renter can here become owner of a
home of his own. It la a solid opportunity for the rich farmer to become richer and for the farmer with
small resources to become independown, balance
dent Terms,
In i, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 years Prices SIS
per acre and upward Notes payable
on or before maturity.
Address:
CHAS. A. JONES,
Manager S. M. Swenson & Sons,
Spur, Dickens County, Texas.
one-fift-

stead of running off the surface or
evaporating. Fall plowing should not
be dragged, as there is danger of the
soil either packing or becoming dry
and blowing.
The extra expense of following such
a plan ought not to cost more than
a dollar an acre at most. Many
places it could be done at a much
smaller cost. It pays big Interest on
the investment even at the higher figure.
While moisture conservation
doesn't spell sure cure for crop failure, It is worth the effort

Your success as a farmer dependa
upon your selection of a farm. Wa

"How Are
You, Today?"

bluing.

Talk No. 7.
Avoid liquid bluing. As a real
Simon Pure farce liquid blue Is
about the biggest yet Doii't pay good
money for water.
Buy RED CROSS BALL BLUE, the
blue that's all blue. A large package
only 5 cent3. Washes more clothes
than any blue on earth. Makes laun-- !
dress happy. ASK YOCR GROCER.

Feel Poorly?
Appetite
Gone?
Bowels

Constipated?

Her Logic.
It was the week before Christmas.
Emery and his younger sister, Mildred,
were debating very seriously the reality of Santa Claus.
"There isn't any Santa Claus," said
Emery, with finality.
"Why, there must be," insisted his
sister. "How could they make pictures that look just like him?"

YOU SHOULD

HOSTETTERS
STOMACH

maker and preventive of Stomach Ills,
Grippe and Malaria.

When Your Eyes Need Care

directly to the roots. Using a hose
scatters the water too much. Water
plants after sundown.
Almost everybody grows Asters. A
top dressing of well rotted stable manure will give nourishment to the Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago
plants, and also keep the soil around
A Celebrated Basso.
them moist. Liquid manure, not too
' When Han Crowler began
to sing
strong, should be applied to the roots,
but It should not wet the foliage. If did not you observe how our hostess
this Is done at intervals, large and glanced apprehensively at the winwell developed flowers will be the re- dows I"
"Ves. I dare say she was afraid
ward.
the window-pane- s
would be shatSweet peas should be well cultivated.
Bone meal, strewn along the tered."
rows and raked In, will help In proImportant to Mothers
moting vigorous growth. Manure wa-- ;
Examine carefully every bottle of
ter is also very beneficial, but after
a safe and sure remedy for
CASTORIA.
using manure water one day use clear
lniants
children, and see that it
and
water the next Sometimes In dry
Dears the
seasons the flowers look faded and do
not show in their true colors. To Signature
CM
demedy this fault mix soot and water In Use For Over 30
together, to about the consistency of Children Cry for Fletcher's Castora
milk, and apply at the roots.
Not Militant
"The social function at Mrs. Come
up's the other afternoon ended In a
drawn battle."
"What? Not a quarrel V
"So. Just a teaflghf '

Great Northern Railway

Million Books
Thousands of people In the East InIn the possibilities of borne
making In the Northwest did not have
an opportunity to visit the Western
Governors' Special train, which recently toured the East, nor hear the
Governors tell of the Golden Greet
Northern States. In order that everybody may learn of the splendid chancea for making homes In atlanesote.
Worth Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washington and Oregon, Ui Oreat Northern hallway la distributing free, a
million copies of handsomely Illustrate! booklets describing these states.
These books describe the soli climate and agriculture, quota
letters
from men who hare gnne West
and
became Inlejvendent. They
profusely Illustrated from actualarephotographs and contain deuil maps la
c"1""- - ,Th7 tell what others have
accomplished and show what you
can do.

terested

'4tWe2

Poultry

c,n
fiom..,5"n
í i.rr Ioa
hmMtead

ths loca- land In Mon-'Vwiere cheap logged.
2,7.
Procured In iflnne- and
and
ii . .""hlngion
r Uak0, onr"Oreson.'neral
farmer. Tou can procura one of
booklets free. Simply
for
booklet on the state In whlrn ask
you are
for
Information
"d
.bout
special low fares. Writs today to

0r".

Big.

"My new bat la pretty big "
"I thought so, too, but when I got
the bill for It It made your hat look
like the head of a pin." Roseleaf.

Ventilate the
Use the drop board
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scraper
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day.
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BITTERS

It is a proven health

Try Marine Eye Remedy. No Smartlnir
Feels
Flue Aits Qnlokly. Try il for Red, Weak,
Watery Eyes and rarn:!atel Eyellde. IUue-Iraten..nk In earn Packs.
Murine Is
rmc a
o..mpiun.'d by onr Oeelfsts
Medicine"
but nted in siKveurui ñysMaaa'nt
tl.--e
drdU-ate.u, the Itb- for many liars.
ana
by
mill
pracstsl SI Be und Juc per Boll !e.
Uf
fcy.- - salvi- In Aseptic Tubes,
Hum:.,
So and Wc
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Mil
the litter.
Oeeae muat have a large range and
Escaped.
plenty of water.
Olllet So you've Just come from
Idleness Is not conducive to a high Henpecked's funeral. How did
the old
percentage of fertile egga.
boy look? Natural?
In Saskatchewan (ff atara Cania)
Breeding ducks should be fed twice
Percy No relieved.
woo Bushel from 20 tersa
a day. morning and evening.
wee was Ihs tttrsahsr's
I
i
,1'
return irosa a Llave
Milk fed chicks have become
Constipation causes and seriously
salnatsr farm la I ha
standard In fancy markets.
man diseases. It ,. thoroughly
season of Hat. Stanr
Balds In that aewell aa
Warm the drinking water a little U eared by Dr. Pierce's Pellets. Tiny
saansr
granules.
saetrtcte yieldthere la any chilliness Id the air.
ed trona M is
ts- sheas
of
wheal to the
Fowls that have had roup have a
aara. in Bar grains ta
Fan
Mundl.
tendency to transmit the disease to
srnssrtlia.
Adam bit Into the apple.
their offspring
LAME PROFITS
"The flrat peace dinner," he cried.
Haphazard selection of the breeding
raw
ami
i
vals."
stock Is often directly responsible for
A man may have bla price,
but It
poor resulu In hatching
a woman to make him feel like
Dry Farming Require, Work.
Unlesa all the elements for the takes
The man that supposes that "dry formation of eggs are put Into the a bargain counter remnant
fir
land farming Is easy" needa to try It hen's body she cannot be expected
to
f tRr.it in a to is
once, comments
Rocky Mountain
lay well.
'lr-laai
asses. It I'afo OllTT.
to cars say am of lienajsL au.4
Husbandman. The man to follow the
Ventilation, which means fresh air
laiuo l.TaafaT Ma.
rules aa laid down will be In the field and sunshine. Is of eitrerc Importares. SeTiasSsasiS
day and night during the growing sea- ance all through toe winter
Rver notice how much easier It la to
son, and In a real dry year he will
o
from
Chicks that fall to develop steadily
bad to worse than from good
ii weans, water
S sailerta)
have a dust mulch all Inches deep.
should be punch marked so tbey can to better?
BS
easily be distinguished when the time
ieeat Mina
Injury to Orase Crop.
for selecting breeding stock arrives
en taw erran an. m.iia
SEES.
Farmers frequently Injure their
Oran ted that one has well bred
in saai. ravines Ii
rsíaaa, Ot
S lasses, as as
grasa crops more than they are aware atock, the neat point that
determines
of by sowing too much seed grata in Its profitableness is the
cars and matv
Tha happiest people In the world
the nurse crop.
agament
are thaws who are moat easily Uttered
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Caused Sore Throat and Ton
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SYNOPSIS.
The story opens In a Confederate tent
at a critical stage of the Civil War. Gen.
Lee Imparta to Capt. Wayne an Important
message to
Accompanied by
Serg-Craig, an old army scout, Wayne
tarts on his mission. They get within
the lines of the enemy and In the darkness Wayne Is taken for a Federal officer and a young lady on horseback la
given In his charge. Bhe Is- - a northern
girl nnd attempts to escape. One of the
horses succumbs and Cralgjroes through
with the dispatches, while Wayne and My
Lady of the North are left alone. They
seek shelter In a hut and entering It In
the dark a huge mastiff attacks Wayne
The girl shoots the brute Just In time.
The owner of the hut, Jed Bungay, and
his wife appear and soon a party of
horsemen approach. They are led by a
man claiming to Be Red Lowrte. but who
proves to be MaJ. Brennan, a Federal
officer whom the Unlongtrl recognizes.
He orders the arrest of Wayne as a spy
and he Is brought before Sheridan, who
threatens him with death unless hs revéala the secret message. Wayne believes
Edith Brennan to be the wife of MaJ.
Brennan. He Is rescued by Jed Bungay.
Who starts to reach Gen.
Lee, while
Wayne In disguise penetrates to the ballroom, beneath which he had been Im- Is Introduced to a Miss
Srlsoned. He
barely escapes being unmasked. Edith Brennan. recognising Wayne,
ays sh will save him. Securing a pass
through the lines, they are confronted by
Brennan who Is knocked senseless. Then.
Wddlng Edith adieu. Wayne makes a dash
Tor liberty. He encounters Bungay; they
reach the Lee camp and are sent with reinforcements to Join Early. In the battle
of Shenandoah the regiment Is overwhelmed, and Wayne,
In the hospital. Is visited by Edithwhile
Brennan.
Long-stree-

CHAPTER
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XXIV.

Continued.

Then a hand thrust aside the can-Taand a face peered In. I caught
faint glimmer of stars, but could
distinguish little else.
"Boys," said the leader, kindly. "1
wish 1 might give you better transportation, "but this Is the only form of
we can find. I reckon you'll get
pretty badly bumped over the road
you are going, but I'm furnishing you
all the chance to get away in my power. We shall guard you as long as
necessary, and then must leave you
to the kindly ministration of tit

lé

driver."
He reached In, leaning down from
bis saddle to do so, drew the blanket
somewhat closer about me, and was
cone. I caught the words of a sharp,
short order, and the heavy wagon
lurched forward. Its wheels bumping
over the Irregularities In the road,
each jolt sending a fresh spasm of
pain through my tortured body.
May the merciful God ever protect
me from such a ride again! It seemed
Interminable, while each long mile
we traveled brought with It new and
greater agony of mind and body.
The hours that followed were ail
but endless. I knew we bad reached
the lower valley, for the road became
more level, yet the slightest jolting
new was sufficient
to render me
crazed with pain, and I had lost all
power of restraint
My
tortured
nerves throbbed; the fever gripped
me. and my mind began to wander.
Visions
of delirium came, and I
dreamed dreams too terrible (or record: demons danced on th drifting
clouds before me, while whirling savages chanting In horrid discord stuck
my frenzied body
full of blazing
brands. At times I wag awake, call
Ing In vain for water to quench a
thirst which grew maddening, then I
lapsed Into a
that
drove me wild with Its delirious f ancle. I knew vaguely that the Major
bad crept back through the darkness
and passed his strong arm gently be
Math my head. I beard him shouting
la his deep vole to the driver for
something to drink, but waa unaware
of any response
All became blurred,
confused, bewildering. I thought It
waa my mother comforting m. Th
faint gray daylight stole In at last
through the cracks of the wagon
cover; I could dimly distinguish a
dark face banding ovar me. framed by
heavy gray beard, and than, merciful
unconsciousness cam, and 1 rea led
aa on dead.
CHAPTER

i

group of Confederate officers stood in
converse beside the gate leading into
the open driveway, and as I paused a
moment, gazing at them and wondering whom I had better address for I
recognized none of the faces fronting
me one among the group turned suddenly, and took a hurried step In my
direction, as though despatched upon
an errand of Importance. He was a
tall, slender man, wearing a long gray
moustache, and I no sooner viewed
his face than I recognized him as
having been one of those officers present in General Lee's tent the day I
was sent out with dispatches.
He
glanced at me curiously, yet with no
sign of recognition, but before be
could pass I accosted him.
"Colonel Maitland," I said, "yon
doubtless remember me. I am seeking my. old command; would you kindly Inform me where It may be found?"
He stopped instantly at sound of my
voice, and stared at me In odd bewilderment; but my words had already reached the ears of the others,
and before be bad found an answer
another voice spoke sternly "What Is
all this? Who are you, sir? What
masquerade puts you Into that parody
of a captain's uniform?"
I turned and looked Into the flushed, Indignant face of General Lee.
"It Is no masquerade, Mr," I answered, Instantly removing my hat;
"it Is the rightful uniform of my rank,
greatly as I regret Its present condition."
"Where are you from?"
"I was discharged from St. Mary's
Hospital In Richmond day before yesterday, and am now seeking to rejoin
my regiment."
"Surely," he said gravely, "I have
seen your face before. To what regiment were you attached?"
th Virginia Cavalry."
"The
The buzzing of voices about me Instantly ceased, and General Lee took
a step nearer.
th Virginia? You were a
"The
captain?
Surely this Is not Philip
Wayne?"
So deeply surprised was bis tone, so
uncertain his recognition, I scarcely
knew what to answer. Had I lost my
very Identity? was this all a dream?
"I am Captain Wayne. Troop D. th
Virginia."
He grasped my hand warmly between both his own, and his kindly
face Ut up Instantly with a rare smile.
"Captain Wayne, I cannot tell you
bow greatly I rejoice at your safe return. We certainly owe you an apology for this poor reception, but yon
were reported as killed In action
many months ago. I doubt not Colonel Maitland truly believed he looked
upon a ghost when you first accosted
him."
was unable to
For the moment
speak, so deeply did his words affect
1

m.

"I fear, Captain Wayne," be continued gravely, yet retaining my band
within bis own, "that I must bring
you sad news."
"Sad news?" Instantly there came
to me the thought of my widowed
mother. "Not from horn. I trust
sir?"
"No." with great tenderness, "your
mother, I believe, remains well; yet
the words 1 must speak are nevertheless sad ones, and must prove a sever
shock to you. There Is no th Virginia "
"No
th Virginia?" I echoed, scarce
able to comprehend his meaning, "no
th Virginia? I beg you to explain,
sir; surely" and I looked about me
upon the various uniform of the serv
io present "the war has not yet
ceased we have not surrendered
"No. my boy." and the old hero
reverently bared his gray bead In the

f
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A Lost Regiment
waa a bright, sunshiny cay In
early spring. Birds were sweetly sing
Ing In th tree lining th road I waa
traveling I most hav shown my late
Illness greatly, for th few
met. aa
I tramped slowly onward, mostly sol
dlers. gazed at me curiously, as If they
mistook m for the ghost of some
dead comrade; and I doubt not my

It

pale face, yet bearing th deep Imprint
of pain, with lb long, uatiimroed hair
framing It and th
blood stained,
ragged uniform, the gam I wore that
Bare day of battle, rendered me aa
object of wonder.
AH through those long, weary win-taweeks I bad been hovering b
tween I If and death In an obscure
hospital at Richmond The moment
th door waa opened to permit of my
passing forth into the world again I
sought eagerly to discover the present
tatlon of my old comrade la arma,
rot could loara only that th cavalry
with which I bad formerly
ras la camp eomwar nar
Appomattox Court House On foal
aad monería. I act off alona, my sot
aaalety to be oao more with frtaads;
aad bow. at ta beginning of th
oad day. I waa already beyoad Petersburg, aad sturdily pushing westward
Aa ta road swerved slightly to the
left passing through a grov. of hand
a large bou

of Izaaoaiag

aspect

A

that

only scatter
other commands. But you have not
yet fully recovered your strength.
Yon must not remain longer standing
here. Major Holmes, will you kindly
conduct Captain Wayne to my head
quarters, and see that he is furnished
with a uniform suitable to bis rank.
For the present he will serve aa extra
aide upon my personal staff."
I turned away, the Major leading me
as If I had been a child. I walked as
a man stunned by some sudden, unxé-pecteblow. When I finally joined
the mess upon the following day, clad
now in fit uniform, I bad regained no
and
small measure of
with it came likewise enewal of the
military spirit My welcome proved
extremely cordial, and the conversation of the others present soon placed
in my possession whatever of incident
had occurred since that disastrous day
of battle In the valley. No attempt
was made to conceal our weakness,
nor to disguise the fact that we were
making a last desperate stand. It was
evident to all that nothing now remained but to fold our tattered battle-flag- s
with honor.
Directly opposite me, at the long
and rather scantily furnished mess-tablwas seated a captain of Infantry, quite foreign In appearance a
tall, slender man, wearing a light-col- ored moustache and goatee. His

"That Is my name
my man?"

them In

we could

I vould haf him to know bow It all
vos. It vos two months ago I go mlt
"Compliments of Colonel Maitland,
de flag of truce into de Federal Unes
at Mlnersvllle. You know dat time? chief of stall, sir," be said, banding
I vos vaitln' for answer ven a Yankee me a folded paper.
"Dear Wayne:" the private note
rides oop, an' looks me all ofer like I
vog a hog,
Vel,' I say, plain like, "vot read, "Believing you would be glad
you vant?" He say, 'I heard der vos to have the detail I have Just
to send you at once upon some
Reb officer come In der lines, an' 1
rides down to see if be vos der bound active service. Please report at these
vot I vanted to horsevlp.' 'Vel,' I say. quarters Immediately, fully equipped
for It made me much mad. 'maybe you for the field."
Glad! It was the very medicine 1
like to horsevlp me?" 'No,' he says,
laughing, 'It vos a damn pup In der most needed, and within twenty minth Virginia cavalry, named Vayne, I utes of my receipt of this communl- am after.' I say, 'Vot has he done?' cation I was with Maitland, thanking
He says, 'He Insult a voman, an' vould him warmly for his thoughfulness.
not fight mlt me.' "
"Not another word, Wayne," he In- He looked about him anxiously to slated. "It Is not much, a mere scout- see If we comprehended his words.
ing detail over neutral territory, and
"And what did you say?" from a will prove dull enough. I only hope It
may help to divert your mind a trifle.
dozen eager voices.
The Swede gazed at them In mani- Now listen you are to proceed with
twenty mounted men of the escort
fest astonishment.
"I say 1 knowed netting about der west as far as the
and ar
carefully
voman, but If he say dat an officer of expected to note
three

t,

foot-hill-

th Virginia cavalry vould not things: First, the condition of forage for the sustenance of a wagon
train; second, what forces of Federal troops, if any, are along the Honeywell; and third, the gathering of all In
formation obtainable as to the report-ethe table.
consolidation of guerillas for pur"I thank you. Captain Carlson." 1
said, "for both your message and your poses of plunder between the lines. If
answer,
What did this man look time suffice, you might cross over Into
the valley of the Cowskln and learn
like?"
the condition of forage there as well.
A guide will accompany your party,
ad you are to avoid contact with the
enemy as far aa possible. Your men
carry five days' rations. You understand fully?"
"I do, sir; I presume I am to start
at once?"
"Your squad, under command of
Sergeant Ebers, is already waiting outside."
"Are you ail ready, sergeant?" I
Ger-ma-n
t
asked of the rather
who stood fronting me, his broad,
red faoe as Impassive as though carved
from stone.
"Ve vos, captain."
"Where Is the guide?"
"Dot Is him, mlt der mule, ain't It?"
he answered, pointing with one huge
hand down the road.
"Very well, we will pick him up
then as we go."
I cared so little as to whether or not
he accompanied us at all, that we baa"
advanced some distance before th
thought of him again occurred to me.
I knew the gentry fairly well, and had
experienced in the past so many evidences of their stupidity, If not actual
disloyalty, as to prefer my own knowlMy
edge of the country to theirs.
thought Indeed, 'or several miles waa
not at all with the little party of
troopers jogging steadily at my heels,
nor, In truth, was It greatly concerned
with the fate of the expedition. That
waa but service routine, and I rod
enough, never
forward carelessly
dreaming that every hour of progress
was bearing me toward th most Important adventure of my Ufa. It waa
the German sergeant who recalled me
to the responsibilities of command.
"Captain," he exclaimed apologetically, riding up to my side and wiping
his round, perspiring face with great
energy, "v are riding too hard, ain't
ve? Mein Oott but der horses will
give out ontirely, already."
"I Was Upon My Feet In an Instant"
"Ia that sor I asked in surprise at
lle vos a pig vellow, mlt a black hi word. A Ingle awlft glano
nam, as I gathered from the converaround convinced me he waa correct
sation, waa Carlson, and I waa con- moustache and gray eyes."
"Do you know him?" questioned for the mount were exceedingly soft
siderably surprised at the fixedness
fastened Maitland.
and already looked nearly played out
with which his eyes wer
"HI name 1 Brennan," I answered from our sharp pace.
upon me during the earlier part of the
"Vary well,
we will halt here."
meal. Thinking we might have met slowly, "a major in the Federal servWith a sigh of relief he drew back,
somewhere before. I ransacked my ice. We have already met twice In
memory In vain for any recollection rough and tumble contesta, but th and as be did ao my eye fell for the
which would serve to account for bis next time It will be with steel."
first time upon the guide. As I live.
"Gentlemen." said Maitland at last, It waa Jed Bungay, and when I stared
evident Interest In me. Finally. I ventured to ask. as pleasantly as possi- gravely, "this Is evidently a personal at him In sudden amazement he broke
matter with which we hav no direct Into a broad grin.
ble:
Captain Carlson, do I remind you concern. Captain Wayne's reputation
"Durn If I didn't begin ter think aa
of some one. since you regard me so Is not one to be questioned, either as bow ye'd gone an' ciar fergot me.
regards bis chivalry toward women or Cap."
Intently?"
"Not a bit of It. Jed." and I rode up
The man Instantly flushed all over bis bravery In arms. I pledge you
hia early meeting with this major."
to him and extended my hand. "But
his fair face at this direct Inquiry.
They drank the toast standing, and bow came you here? Ar you the
"It vas not dat" (be almost stammered In sudden confusion, speaking I read In each face before me a frank, guide?"
"Sure thing, cap; know this yera
quite brokenly), "hot sair. It bar come soldierly confidence snd comradeship
klntry Ilk a buk. 'Jaded horsemen
to me dat you vos an Insultar of worn-n- which caused my bean to glow.
from the west at evening to the castle
an' bad refuse to fight mlt mens.
I know not; It seems not so."
CHAPTER XXVI.
prsid.' By gum. you put Beelzebub
an' me through a blamed hard jolt of
I waa on my feet In an Instant,
It so fur."
The Scouting Detail.
scarcely crediting my own ears, yet
This premeditated Insult.
which
"Beelsebubr
on fire with Indignation.
"Ye bet. ther mule; I reckon as bow
"I know not what you may mean." I Brennan evidently dispatched broadsaid, white with anger. "But I bold cast In bop that through some un- ya ain't gone aa' fergot him. hev ye?"
known channel It might reach ra,
"Bungay, what has become of Mayou personally accountable for thos
word, and you shall discover thai I changed my eirrTre relationship with ria
Th little man's eyas suddenly filled
the man. I have never felt that Brea-nawill fight 'mlt mena'"
was at heart s bad man; be waa with toar.
He pushed bis chair hastily back,
"1 Jlt don't know, cap." be answered
hla face fairly crimson, and began to hard, stern, revengeful, yet I have no
stammer an explanation; but Malt-lan- d doubt under different circumstances mournfully. "Whin I got bum ther
I might even have valued
him highly ol' cabin bed bin ptum burnt down,
Interfered.
"What doe all thla mean Carlson?" aa a comrade or a friend There to nary stick o It left by gum! aa' Ma
"Sit down. no demon tike jealousy; and his early rlar aha wus clean gone Hain't seed
he exclaimed, sternly
Wayne there Is soma Strang mis- distrust of me foat -- ed by that mad neither hid "her hair o' her sine,
bad apparently warped
his tbet'a a fac'. An' I sorter drifted back
take her "
you una 'caua I didn't bv nowhax
tlr nature Yet not even tor love
I resumed my chair, wondering It
reeolvedf could I consent to leave my honor un ala tor go."
they had all gone crazy,
"Did yoa bunt for bar among th old
upon taking Instant action If some sat- defended, aad after thoaa hateful
isfactory explanation wer not at onca worda there could b no rest for m plantations along ta valtoy?" I asked,
uatll our difference were
fortacomtag.
tud by deeply touched by hi evident feeling.
"Coma. Cartoon, what do yoa mean th atara arbitrament of th 'naked "8b vry likely sought rafuga In
All pnMtonc to th winds, no some of those bou."
ay addressing each language to Cap- blad
opportunity of meeting him should
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ta Way?"
"VaU." said th Swede, ao agitated now to b cast asid
One of Ltfs's Mywterlea.
by Us
xottnat about him ha could The coming day was barely gray to
English la which to ex the aaat when I waa awakened by a
Way la It that th earn
remark
heavy pouadlng upo tito door,
TOO dlS
BSSSlsslJsIl
a which draws a laugh If mads by oaa
looking
ssaart
orderly stood
tray. I vwald not laaalt Cáptala
is a sur alga lar a ftght u out kr
-Cáptala Wayne? he
sa
Vaaa ; ob.ao,botttvoa told
der

fight mlt him be vos a damned llar. 1
vould have hit him, but 1 vos under
der flag of truce."
I reached out my hand to him across

d

e,

r

n

This Is Not Philip Wayne

sunlight "but the

f

th Virginia gave
that day In th

Itself to the South
Shenandoah "
I must have grown vary watt, for
a yoaag aide sprang hastily forward
Tat I
and pa A hi arm about m
scarcely realised th actio, far Bay
whole thought waa with the
"Do you mean they are all go?" I
questioned, tremblingly, hardly
to graap the full dread import of
ghastly tidings -- urly. Osa am
some among them muat hav
bek.- "So few." a
hat still retained in

d4

Ten

n

Ule,

see,

e

writes:
"Five

years

I took s

ago

severe

very

which
ed in
1
la grippe.
never was so
bad off. I
was in bed
s v e r s
weeks, and
when I did
get up I had
to n s i i t i s
eo
re

1

d
u

1

1

asO&vsl

1

1

and

sor

Mr. W. H. Housley.

throat.
"I tried

to cure this for eighteen
months, but it gradually got worse. A
doctor advised me to have my tonsila cut
out, but I did not like the idea. Another
doctor examined me, and told me the
same thing. I finally got a bottle of
Peruna, and after I had taken one bottle
my throat was better. I bought and used
a dozen bottles, and saw I was going to
get well, and I did."
Ask Your Druggist tor m Free Peruna
Almanac tor 1912.

CAROM and POCKET-BILLIAR-

D

TABLES

EASY PAYMENTS
LOWEST PRICK
You cannot afford to experiment v.ith
untried goods sold by commission agents.

Catalogues free.
BaLKE COLLENDER COMPANY
THE BRUNSWICK
14 West Main street. Dept. B, Okie ho sis Cits. Old.

BroWsIronTrodies

For Hoarseness snd Throat Troubles. No opiates.
Sample free. Jobs I. Baow a 80s, Boston, Mis,

W. N. U., Oklahoma City,

No."4-1- 9l

NOT MUCH OF A GENTLEMAN.

heavy-weigh-

s.

"Surely

What have you,

tr

yt

J

It
taa.

Tsr

m w

Jones If you keep on abusing ms I
may forget that I'm a gentleman.
Mrs. Jones Yoa wouldn't hav
much to forget
Awful Suspicion.
Freddie had been sick for some tima,
and when his father came into the
room to see how he was the youngster surprised him by his questions..
"Why do you ask If I owe the doctor anything?"-inquirehis father.
"Because," replied Freddie, "th
medicine he's been giving me lately
la something fierce, and I think h's
taking It out on me." Judge.
d

"Myra,

Slow.
bow long haa Jo

Neviua
been going with you?"
"About 18 years."
"That seems an awful long tima."
"Yes; I sometimes wonder If Joe's
ever going to ask me to marry him."

Post
Toasties
A Treat
So Sweet;

Add Cream
Then Eat.

Post
Toasties
"The Memory

Lin, era"

J

If?

Alattiogorita Nruia

j

Í

THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS

i
I

GUTHRIE SMITH, Editor and Publisher

Foresighted. N e w in a i d
"Would yez mind giving me a
.....v. 9"
I. tlurn, mum.
:i riKeilllliruugi
Mistress "Why, you've just

GARDEN HOSE

"Beaten oat of five dollars," come!'
"But yez may not want to
the gold leal dejectedly.
me wan when I'm lavin,'
give
"I hope I make myself perBoston Transcript.
mum."
fectly clear," said the water as
Subscription Price $1.50 a Year in Advance
it passed through the filter.
"There's a proverb that fits
"Experiences like this tend to
February 29, 1912.
every
man."
harden one," the egg said, as it
one fit8me?"
"What
dropped into boiling water.
Representing the bast Interests et all the people of Otero County
"
God give6 office,
whom
"To
"A little of this goes a long
Respecting All; Fearing Rone
"
gives
brains.'
also
way," remarked the aviator he
I
olfice."
no
have
"But
aloft, as he flicked the ash off
"Well?" Cleveland Leader.
his cigar.
"Ill stay and see this thing
Rev. Dr. Thirdly Ananias
out," said the man who was at
the dentist's to have a tooth was the greatest liar ever known.
Mr. Thompson (proprietor of a
pulled.
fake) Say, he
"I'm against those long hatsix with my ad
two
pins for women," the man in the wasn't one,
Exchange,
street car said as he wiped his writer.

New Shipment GUARANTEED
RUBBER GARDEN HOSE. Any

Entered at the Postoffice at Alamogordo, New Mexico, for transmission through said
the mail as second class matter

length from one to 200 feet in
Any length desired will be cut

c. SCIPIO
MAN

G.

THE HARDWARE
Phone 66

The Spinsters' Return From

Klondyke

The
Rip-Roari-

bleeding jaw.

I

A Cinch. -- "They're married."
this in response to an
"What makes you think so?"
inward prompting," explained
"I just heard him. asking her
as
he
passenger,
seasick
the
leaned over the railing. Boston if she was never going to learn
to put on her own skates." DeTranscript.
troit Free Press.
of
one
had
young
uncle
The
Assistant Editor: Here's a
his moods on and didn't want to
fanner writes to us asking how
lie worried with conversation.
"Oh, hut we'll be so good," to treat sick bees.
Editor: Tell him he'd better
said Margaret ; "we won't speak
them with respect. Bostreat
So
A'ay."
chauffeur
the
all the
speeded, with the little ones far ton Transcript.

"1 do

Play by the

ng

Stars of Alamogordo
Lillie M. Harry

Josephine Jane Green Solferno, President
Priscllla Abigal Hodge, Secretary
Calamity Jane Higgins Wireworker. Treasurer
Tiny Short Van Tassel
,.
T7...ii y Mtx!prop
Rebekah Rachael Sharpe Highflyer
Patience Desire Mann (Countess Ketchum)
Violet Anne O'Ruggles
Charity Longface Puddyfoot
Sophia Stuckup Bennett
Jerusha Matilda Spriggins
Juliet Long Laundestadt
Betsy Bobbitt
Cleopatra Belle Brown Hopkinson
Polly Jane Pratt Doolittle
Belinda Bluegrass
Frances Touch-me-nFlorence I.ucrenia Good Hope Despair
Hann:ih Biggerstaff Slocum
Count Ketchum

Julia Beecher
Maud Fribley
Jennie SensintatFar
t r.- W'xxf
lone Hulett
Mamie LeBreton
Margaret Hanson
Jenny Johnson

in the back.

jioin'

Jennie Walthall
Helen Park
Gertrude Jones
Rosa Prather
Fannie O'Reilly
da Menger
Guthrie Smith
Albert Menger
Guthrie Smith
Albert Menger

Professor Dinkelspiel's Assistant

Mabel Teed

ai

ii

HI

-

Hazel Brant
Edna Harry

sinned within me! My speech
fails! I am at a loss for words!

Feme Beecher
Jeremiah

Children

(

-

"You are out of order."

Klsie (irnom

Nathaniel Isaac
Jehosaphat
John Jacob
Neal Fribley

Presiding Officer 'Sun-

Eber Edwards
lrvin Menger

onul

ny

f
TI

vi

'T guess that is what's the
matter with ine." said the Mis- issippian disgustedly, as he
sank into his seat. Life

Vim

and MARCH

35c
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is

an
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Tiik Kiwi is prepared to take
orders and deliver promptly, all
orders for engraved calling cards
and wedding announcements.
Call at this office and see sampWtf.
les. Prices are right.

íel

CALL No. Ill
FOR

EVERYTHING

FRESH AND CLEAN

THE GROCERY LINE

lt

W.W.MANN,

woman

inurmored,

foot fej. II 00 each Sunday.
dially invited.
G. W.

Irish contractor had the
misfortune to run his car over an
old man who had a bottle of
filing nside his enat, .lumping
from his ear and seeing the fluid
rapidly staining the old fellow's
An

All are

The LIVE GROCER

PHILLIPS.

Presbyteriin Church.

a. in.
a. m. ami 7 00
WANTED: A sexton for A breast, he cried : his friend,! You are invited to come
amo cemetery. Anyone desiring rinnegan, u II go barrad m id again and bring your friends.
J. A. ARMSTRONG,
the position will please inquire us! We've killed wan
rhim
Pastor.
of Mrs. 0. A. Waldschinidt, on
Yankees !" Life
Michigan avenue between Twelth
M. E. Church, South.
Between the pastime of
and Thirteenth streets.

Preaching at

10

11

I

blue-blood-

MRECToR

iNII

IlKAT.KR
N FUNERAL
7 (

J. BUCK

ran m
orrtci
so. .
RBAIIIRNCI

PBONI

UNDERTAKER

PL IES

NO.

t

cor-

Pa-to- r.

Sunday school

A.

..MHALMKK

INP FCXKRAL

ed

the starving jackruhhits oat

Preaching every Sunday MornThe Beavers will give a public INe a lue- .mg pens amii
ing ami Evening at the usual
dance at the quarters on New enough wood to keep a lire in hours.
Subscribe for Til EflWI and York avenue on Saturday night, the cook stove, the fanners of Sunday tcbool 0 :
a. in
March S. The public is invited. Kansas vary the monotony of
keep up with the news.
Senior ami Junior leagues,
hy digging out pateen-- 1 Sunday
Afternoon at fjOO ami'
ger train now ami then fro.n 4: IN)
the snow drifts. Albuquerque
Prayer Service every Wednes- Herald.
day evening.
Von are invite to attend any!
The Beaten Path, Sergeant
or all of these services.
"Why do you think this dog was
of
, This is to
(O. H. (iiVAN. Pastor
stolen from a lady?"
first-clas- s
establishPoliceman
I
room. All
Grace Methodist Episcopal
walked down the street with it,
Lois
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
it stopped in front of all the
Prince
of
department-storMorning Service 11 KM) a. m.
windows."
s Evening
New Orleans
Service 7:00 p.m.

0XXÜKOOXXOXOOOOCOOO coco
DMIQeCAH'Oü DCDKID 0UÍ.D
0
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i
iiillUUüOLhU
THERMOS"

LI

tun

The Bottle

ÜIIUI
Try One

Eleetricul Wiring 'Don

Electric Fixtures and Supplies
Stalcup Building. New York Ave.

Phont 60

eooooc oooooo oo oooooooooo

I

.

Southwestern

Hotel

European

DRESSMAKING

announce the opening
dressmaking
a
ment. Private fitting
work absolutely guaranteed.
store
cated in the rear the
with the Millinery Department.
Your patronage earnestly solicited.

Mrs. Columbus Talbott
not

IN

We curry a well assorted stock of st.ipU and fancy groceries and can supply your table with tlie
the market alfords. Let us have our solicitor call at your door.
Try a can of Underwood Sardines they're tine.

Regular services II a. m. and

e

of

Residence Phone 170

Phone

7:Hip. m. Sunday at the First
your occupation?" Baptist church.

I..w!"-Li- fe.

Play Begins at 8 p. in.
Engraved Cards

Good rigs, careful driver and
Is now ready tor basines.
genteel treatment. Office up town just t.ast of News olhce

Baptist Church.

One-tim-

General Admission

City Livery and Transfer

tx-

1

Reserved Sojits

Proprietor of the

roast-bee-

Thursday and Friday Nights
2!)

J. Q. GRANT,

a

Sunday School 9:46 a. m.
asked the good wonsan, - she
Prayer service every Wedneshanded out the fourth
f
7 :'M) p. m.
day
sandwich.
public is cordially invited
The
"I am an
madam.
all the services.
attend
to
My delivery has become impairspecial I j invited.
Strangers
are
ed, and I Slid it very difficult to
get a hoiit, answered the weary
Christian Church
traveler.
Thereupon the
e
pugi- - Sunday School at
10.00 a. m
Itsi took his h ave, and the good Communion
and preaching at

3Iajestic Theatre
FEBRUARY

The Mountain States
Tel. A Tel. Company

Church Notices

Jim' calmly.

"What

Cl

Bell Telephone

while Adam was a
citizen of the Garden of
Life.

For

burning with indigna-tlon- "

I am

Treasure Hartman

Tillie

ana

Father "My son. the proverb
Senator Vardaman, of Missis- says. 'Hitch your wagon to a
sippi, was making lii maiden
star.' "
speech in t he senate.
Son "Not tip to date. dad.
"My lirain reels at the idea!"
One should sav, 'Attach your
lie shrieked. "My soul is con
auto to a comet.' " Life.

Tiny Van Tii el's Children
Samantha
Betsy Anne
Peggy Maria
Sophia Jane

utood

I

Susie Teed

Afraid-of-his-fa-

-

"And you didn't say any
Barber "You are losing your
tliing!"
"Hut you know. Uncle Tom, hair very fast, sir. Are you
to save if"
you often have to do things you doing anything
"Yes;
I'm getting
Customer
don't like when you ride in
Transcript.
Boston
divorce."
a
other people's machines!" Life.

Hannah Bernstein

Young Man
Professor Dinkelspiel

mi-

TO

uncle looked back to say a bright "you're a regular little glutton.
How can you eat so much?"
word or two to the children.
"Where's Ethel?" "Why," "Don't know; it's just good
said Margaret, in a hushed voice, luck," replied the youngster.
Christian Intelligencer.
"She fell out a while back."

Minnie Mann
Christine Kckman

Afraid-of-his-fa-

cie&reu

the East, the West. North and South,
possibilities for a conversation with,
a friend or business associates at a distance
are endless if you have a

"Becaue

e

Rooms are Cool and
Comfortable. Dining
Room and Cafe Service Unsurpassed.

Times-Democra- t.

I'rayer
Willie "Ray, pop, who elects
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
the aldermen?"
If you have no regular place of
Wise father "Hush my son! worship vou will And a welcome
You're too young to know."
here.
Life.
Ed. IBreton, Pastor.
Mid-wee- k

J.

C. JONES.

Prop.

Opposite The Park

Cloudorofi

izotes

AjjIicutiuns for Grating Permita

NOTICE it hereby given that
all applications for permits to
graze cattle, horses, hogs, sheep
and goats within the ALAMO
NATIONAL Ft )R K.ST during
season of J912 must lie filed in
my office at Oloudcmfr, New
Monday.
Mexico, on or before March 1,
1912.
Full information in regard
Jess Holden, of El Paso, came
up Monday to take charge of the to the grazing fees to be charged
and Mai k forms to be used in
saloon here for Tom V. Kelsh.
making applications will be furFrank Kiggs made a btiRfiiess
524
trip to El Paso Wednesday, re- nished F.upon request.
BALTH1S, Supervisor.
R.

About twenty inches of snow
fell here Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. J. H. MeNatt entertained
the busy ladies' circle last week.
Dr. T. A. Haxby, Mr. Haxby,
and Efñe, went to Alamogordo

'DR'

PRICES
CREAN

BüKüii Powder

turning Friday.
Mírs Myrtle West entertained
FOR SALE, at a bargain,
few of the young people at
a
Is
Chad man's Cyclopedia of Law,
cards at her home Wednesday.
in twelve volumes, well bound
is
Miss Carrie Covington
and and in first class condition.
niece spfnt the Utter part of Books may he examined at A.
last week visiting in A lamogordo. F. Menger's office.
Mrs. 0. A. Kedic ha9 been on
F. K. Buchanan of Santa Fe is
sick list this week.
Miss q liiiuitifCk visitor in town
the
To be on the safe side when buying
iu
ida succeeded her in the pribaking powder, examine the label and
week.
mary department at school.
take only a brand shown to be made
Prof. K. 8. Tipton, county sufrom Cream of Tartar.
60 YEARS'
perintendent of schools, accomEXPERIENCE
panied by Prof. Clark and Mr.
Buchanan, was here last week
in the interest of the schools.
Hon. II. B. Hamilton, district
They were traveling by auto.
attonuy,
tnived Wednesday
J
Trade Marks
morning to get everything in
Dfsions
Mr. and K. F. Bait hi I of
Ac.
Copyrights
readilieM for t he opening of the
dptcrlpenn may
mrt
Mndltig
ft sketch
An,one
"
free wluMlier ad
qnlcklf
oiulfl
or
J. I. Bailey and P. H Waldie spring term of court on Monday Cloudcroft arrived Monday eveninvention is
n'ilf ilentall. Oommunlrft.
ll.nuMllcllr rim'.ldelltl:il. MUUBUOK un Patents
ing to make a short visit in Alaof Cloudcr itt spent Saturday in morning.
fof fefuruiK patent,.
ieut fne. (If' Ml
I'.it
n tafean iliroush mm Co. receWa
mogordo.
In the
Alamogordo a delegates to the
utf notict, wli out
;
. t
r .,,
i a r..
Mi'rith an
U
Bsiiej
cuu ii t couvenUuil.
v iuiii.
J. D. Taylor, A. E. Messer and
uíhuHk
Mfiétomcty illntri1 wpeMr. fjsrvMt cirwas elected to the state conven-- attwk of ingrowing disposition, Jesus Borunda were lu re Saturculation of mif iciitlU J'nit tiul. 1'i rum. $3
nutrí iir n; iiut SL Sotü byall MWMlMtsWfc
or have a grouch, go to the show day to represent La Luz precinct
tinn.
'
New York
MUNN&Co.36'0'-- -'
either Thursday or F riday night, in the Comity convention.
Brunch ofllce. 8 F 8t, Waahlninon. U. C
is
for
today
Sanders
here
J J.
jM( the old maids will make you
forget your troubles.
special hoard meeting.

Fribley's Meat Market

r

The Place that Gives The Poor One Day
in Seven a Chance to Live

We are installing this week one
of the finest and most complete
refrigerating plants in the Southwest, and are therefore too busy
to write Ads or to conduct a
special sale

a protection and guarantee

against alum which
found in
the low priced baking powders.

(OCAL TENS

r

Prompt Service
Liberal Treatment
Absolute Safety

W

:

I
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The Best Meats Obtainable

f
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OXFORDS
SANDALS

LOW RATES TO

EL PASO

SHOES

Stockmen's Convention

Panhandln

We are receiving our new Spring Goods
in these lines, and they are the latest
and nicest styles to be found.

one-fift- h

El Paso, Texas.
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Thla fur a Wrrk. Ii'a a

The artists who make
Edison Records
have spent the best art of their lives in perfecting themselves for the sole purpose of entertaining others.
Each is a siecialist and all are among the best
that the field of oera, music hall, concert,
musical comedy and vaudeville have produced.
Every owner of an

,ilr

commands the services of this great array of
talent Their songs and music are offered on both
Edison Standard and Edison Amberol Records
every month. Have you heard
this month's selections?

A. SORENSON

laaa

P2rlurtN and KxreUcnt M
An Hour Knjoymenl for I Or

Uli ClaNN

Old Reliable Place"

Edison Phonograph
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N. M.

Transacts

a general Banking business. Executes all orders of its patrons in the Banking
line. Interest allowed on Time Deposits.

THE PATRONAGE OF THE PUBLIC IS
SPECTFULLY SOLICITED

RE-

When You Buy
Killed

Neat

that it was young and

and properly dressed.

Then phone your orders to

A. ANDREGG.

It TaKes Many

Features

TO MAKE A DRUG STORE COMPLETE

Thursday & Friday, February 29, and March

"l-'o-

'The

New Mexico

ALAMO STATE BANK

tender when

t- -t

PROGRAMME
-

Alamogordo,

You want to Know

1

z

IIím MiimPm T"riitlHnn Ovrr by mn Anlu I

Bank;

te

G. J. WOLFINGER

A L A Hi O
T II E A T 16 IS

NKW

Infants' Children's, Women's White, Tan
and Black Low Cut Shoes in all shapes.
White Shoes are very popular and we
have a full stock.
We carry a complete and
stock
Hosiery
for the whole family, in the
of
popular colors.
up-to-da-

Some Class
I

first National

Of Alamogordo.

for the round trip.
Fare and
Tickets on sale March 3, 4, 5, good returning: March 1 1.
Ask your Agent for full particulars.
Or address EUGENE FOX, G. P. A.,

TO THIS SHOW
Exeepiioiml Pictures

PATRONS cf thic EcnK spcaK In the
highest terms of the accomodations
they here receive. This BanK is a
Depository of the United States.

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Bath,
Toilet and Nursery Needs, Rubber
Goods, Surgical Supplies, Sodas,
Cigars. Stationery
Naturally we can offer you the assurance of class and quality in everything we sell, because we know the goods and we know that they art
s
of our customer
adapted to th-

ANYTHING

DRUG-STOR-

ni-d-

THAT

YOU

WANT.

WE

HAVE

WARREN'S
ON THE CORNER

:

Phone 32

Watches. clocKs. jewelry
neatly repaired

..

Fireproof, Clean, Well Heated
and Ventilated

First of all a drug store is a place where drugs are sold, but the drug
store of today carries a score ami more of other things useful, beneficial
and luxurious.
Ours is a drug store complete in every detail
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REAL NEWSPAPER
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THE HOME LIFE OF THE
SETTLER

mmwssm

For the Theater

WESTERN CANADA AFFORD8 ALU
THE COMFORTS AND MANY OF
THE LUXURIES.
A young lady of

r

Freed From Shooting Paint,

office

of the Casadlas Government, and oa
presenting this to the ticket agent of
the railway at the Canadian boundary
lino she
cured a ticket at a reduced
rate which carried her to Edmonton,
Alberta, from which point, about forty miles, she had friends. This was a
couple of years ago, and the young
lady is now married to one of the
promising young farmers of the district.
In writing of her trip to the Milwaukee representatives of the Canadian Government she says: "I enjoyed
niy trip up here very much, and expect to go out to our homestead is
the Pembina district next spring." To
the housewife the information that
she has "put up twelve quarts of rasp,
berries" is important, as they "picked
them themselves," and they might
have picked ten times the quantity if
they had required them, for there is
no country where wild fruit grows is
such abundance. The letter goes oa
to say, and this Is interesting from a
woman's standpoint, "the country la
very beautiful." Speaking of the
friends with whom she went up to
live, she says: "They certainly have
a beautiful farm and house" they
had been there about four years, also
going from Wisconsin "they
have
about twenty acres of oats and barley, five acres alfalfa, three acres potatoes and I don't know how many of
vegetables. I think they have about
forty acres under cultivation altogether. They are now draining a slough
which they will afterwards plow and
put into fall wheat. They also have
a large herd of cattle, and Mrs. C.
has about 100 chickens. They make
on an average of Ü0 pounds of butter
every week. I never saw such grand
cream."
Now these people are enjoying life
In Alberta; they have a splendid climate, excellent prospects, and are
happy that they are part and parcel
In the working out of the upbuilding
of a new country, that will take its
place amongst the progressive countries of the century. Numbers of letters that express satisfaction as extreme as the one quoted appear in
literature sent out by the Canadias
Government and which may be had
on application to any of its agesta.
Valor and Discretion.
"What is the difference betwees
valor and discretion?" remarked Mrs.
rirown, looking up from the paper Is
which she had been reading the leading article on the operations Is
Tripoli.

"Valor," replied Crown, "is bawling
Into the ear of a champion pugilist the
assertion that he is a ruffian you
could knock into fits."
"And discretion?"
"Is doing

over the telephone."

It

w

One of the Perils of Divorce.
"How do you like your new papa,
little girl?" asked the neighbor.
"Not very well," was the reply. "I
told ma yesterday that I Could have
picked out a better one myseli.
De-

CI

troit Free Press.
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Many a self made man merely offers
as explanation that doesn't explain.
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FREE
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I want erery person
who is bilious, conHtt-pate- d
or lias any atom- eel or liver ailment to
send for n free package
of my raw-PaPilla.
I want to prove that
they positively cure
Htom-n-

lielchlng.

Wind,

HeAd aehe, Nervous-HenSleeplessness and
a e an Infallible euro

s,

forConattDailon.

Tinto

this I am willing to (rive millions of free paek- ages. I take all the risk. Sold by drugglsto
for 25 cents a vial. For free package addresa,
Jefferson Stt. . Philadelphia.
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T IS easy enough to be pru

dent
temnra vnll to Stray:
Then without or within no vole of lin
Is luring your oul away.
But It is only a negative virtu
Until It Is tried by Are
And the life that Is worth the honor of
TV1,..,, M.,tMn,r

earth

Is the one that resists desire.
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A fashionable society leader has introduced this to Droadway
It is made of gold lace, fur band and ribbon laces, and the point
over the shoulders is the very latest idea.

WILL WELCOME NEW CORSETS
Graceful and Comfortable Are
the Line That Have the Indorsement of Paris.

Very

s

If desired.

Creamed Chicken With Curry of
Rice. Melt a fourth of a cup of butter, cook In It a fourth of a cup of
TAFFETA WITH BROWN FUR flour and half a teaspoonful each of
paprika and salt; gradually stir In a
Effective Combination
of Materials cup of milk and a cup of cream. Cook
That There Is Little Doubt
until smooth and thick, then add a
Is to Be Popular.
pint of minced chicken. Keep hot

Is

the throat lies a soft cream lace collarette. The skirt Is also bloused
just above the knees, over a broad
band of fur, which rises a little behind, and below It the taffeta Is tied center.
into a carelses. flat sort of bow, which
hangs not quite in the middle, behind.
The Eleves are long and have a
touch of creamy lace at the wrists.
With simply dressed hair, a sable
toque and a big fur coat, could any-- 1
wmleat llvrs are llioiie to
lit duty
thing be more desirable or charm
wed.
Ing for winter weather than this lit
"U
.laorl. tioth irrorit nnd small.
strand of unbroken thread.
tie dress, when people heat their Are close-knWhere love enobles all.
homes so much that thin gowss are The
world may sound no trumpet, ring
necessary?
no bells;

A

GAVE TOUCH

CF

The book of life the shining record trll.
M. S. Browning.

ORIGINALITY

EASY DESSERTS.
How One Clever Girl Evolved In-genious Scheme That Is Worthy
to Become a Fashion.

Custards, when eggs are reasonable,
are one of the easiest and most
wholesome of desserts and an Ideal
Seeing In the shops the tiny nap. one for children who have to carry
They may
row bands of folded black satin, with their lunches to school.
their long silken or heavy beaded tas- - be either baked or steamed in cups.
seis, used as a neck finish, a certain
Rice Custard. Take two cups of
Ingenious girl added tbe touch of good rich milk, add a half cup of cold
originality to her new afternoon gown cooked rice. Heat the yolks of two
by making, to go wltb it. a tie of eggs, add big tablespoonfuls of sugar
braided folds of black satin.
and a pinch of salt, add this to the
STRIPED VELVET WAIST.
The little tie was of the usual rice mixture and cook like a soft custhree strand braiding, the satin strips tard. Take from tbe fire and add the
being very small and carefully blind beaten whites of the eggs and vanilla
stitched along the entire length. It to flavor, serve cold In cups, with or
was long enough to go around the without cream.
Floating Island. Scald a pint of
neck nnd hang almost to tbe waist,
the ends being worked Into a clever' rich milk, add a half cup of granulittle "rosette." with a Jet beaded lated sugar and the beaten yolks of
center. Another tiny medallion cot- - two eggs, cook until smooth, and when
ered the black metal "snap fastener" cool add a teaspoonful of vanilla.
which held the tie together.
Cook the whites beaten
stiff and
sweetened with two tablespoonfuls of
sugar, by dropping In
powdered
For the School Girl.
on
to boiling water. Arspoonfuls
The young girl In ber teens Is proverbially difficult to dress, but verr range the Islands on the custard and
often the simplest and most sensible put a cube of Jelly on each.
Prune Pie. This Is an exceptionally
solution of the difficulty Is to copy
good pie. Wash one and a half
mother and to adbere to tbe tailor-madpounds of prunes and soak over night
The fine trines that am n fash. In water to cover. Cook In tbe asms
lonable make very suitable schoolgirl water and remove the stones, cut
costumes, especially In the vamia prunes In quarters and add a half cup
sugar, a tablespoonful of lemon
black and gray stripes that are now of
worn. Tbe skirt Is cut simply with Juice and a few grains of salt Resn apron back and front fastenad duce tbe Juice to one and a half
tablespoonfuls. Line a pie plate wltb
down by large buttons of tbe materi
dredge with flour, cover
al; tbe coat Is short and single or crust sndprunes,
the
dot with butter, put
with
without trimming, but on the upper crust
and bake In a
This attractlre model Is of trlped with the collar faced with gray
nV
hot oven. Baked or boiled custard
velvet with large revers of tbe same vet.
may be made more elaborate by the
over which are tiny on? of black
Matching the costume, tbe hat
satin. It fastens In front with but- should be of gray beaver, wltb Just addition of coroanut for flavor or
chocolate, grated, may be added, if
ton! and Ii finished with an edge of one touch of color, a cerise feather.
one cares for that combination.
black satin.
The slefves are trimmed to correMealcan Work.
spond. The collar is of lace and tbe
When doing a piece of Mexican
gulmpe Is of wblte dotted tulle.
work that Is to be drawn in squares
try outlining it as for Hardanger emBias Trimming.
Bias effects In trimming are tbe broidery. You will surely be pleased
T II 1 good and oaf. rut to
rage, tbose that go round and round with the result. It looks so much neat
sojourn In every place a If
buttonholing.
er
than
After outlining, you meant to pand your life there, nevar
a skirt barber pole fsihlon being cut and draw
tbe threads as usual
omlttlns an opportunity of doing a kind-se- a
called "swirls." Tbls treatment, when
or spaaklng a true, word or making
made of fringe, wltb the bands widely Necdlecraft
-- RuaklB.
a Mead.
sepsrated. Is vastly becoming to the
figure, taking nothing from tbe height
Keep
On.
To
Hat
FI8H AND FI8H DISHES.
By sewing a small twist of net
or sllmness If the wearer is slight or
of medium build. That is, of course, around the crown line underneath a
To steam flab prepare aad clean the
when tbe gown is well made and a broad brimmed hat you will be ablt Ask, wipe dry In a cheese cloth snd
clinging mstertal, for crude dressmak- to keep the hat In place when on the hay In a deep pan la a steamer with
ing with clumsy stuffs can not be ex- bead by fastening It to the hair by a slice of onion, s bit of bay leaf and a
pected to give the same harmonious means of hairpins caught through the few pepper corns snd a tittle salt
mskhes of the net
results.
kfske a white saoee to serve with the
i

'

'
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Spinal Weakness, Dizziness,
by Lydia E. Pmkham's
Vegetable Compound.

Boiled fish should be served with
highly seasoned sauces m the boiling
Ottumwa, Iowa. -- "For years I was
extracts so much of the flavor of the
a constant sufferer from female
almost
of
method
extravagant
fish. It Is an
trouble is all its
cooking.
dreadful forms;
Fish Rabbit. Bone sections of any
shooting pains all
fresh fish; dip In seasoned butter and
over my body, sick
plate.
deep
place close together in a
headache, spinal
On top spread a mixture of fine
weakness, dizziness,
crumbs and grated cheese moistened
depression, and
until
Bake
seasoned.
and
milk
with
everything that was
and
the cheese mixture is done
horrid. I tried many
browned.
doctors in differest
Fish Forcemest. Chop any raw
parts of the United
pound
each
mix
with
white fish and
States, but Lydia E.
two eggs, one cup of thick white
Pinkham's Vegeta
sauce, or a cup of thick cream and a, ble Compound has done more forme than
cup of bread crumbs, season with salt, all the doctors. I feel it my duty to tell
pepper, onion and lemon juice This you these facts. My heart Is full of
may be used to stuff fish or to roll gratitude to Lydia E. Piskham', Vegeup in turbans, or cook In the form of table Compound for my health." Mrs.
croquettes, or steam is a mold, or Harriet E. W ampler, 624 S. Ransom
shape in small balls and cook In wa- Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.
ter and use as a garnish for soup.
Consider Well This Advice.
l
Small fish are usually rolled In
No woman suffering from any form
are
frying
and
or flour before
of female troubles should lose hope uncooked Is hot salt porl. fat Is a frying til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
pan.
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
Salt mackerel should be thoroughly
This famous remedy, the medicinal inor
sight
soaked, flesh side down over
of which are derived from
grediente
losger, tbes place Is the oven with a native roots and herbs, has for nearly
little water and just before serving forty years proved to be a most valuapour over a cup of sweet, thick cream; ble tonic asd isvigorator of the fewhen hot serve.
Women everywhere
male organism.
Baked Fish. Spread butter over
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
baking pan or lay in slices of salt virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetapork, sprinkle over It as onion minced ble Compound.
fine, lay on this a thin slice of fish
If you want special adrice write to
or any small whole fish, spilt dowq Ljdla E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confthe middle. Add a tablespoonful of idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
vinegar and spread tbe fish thickly be opened, read and answered by s
with flour and butter rubbed together, woman and held In strict confidence.
Bake until the fish Is tender and serve:
with a sauce made from tbe gravy la
the pan.
corn-mea-

'
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THE cynlc.tho sad,
fallen.
Cook an onion In a tablespoonful of
have no sirengrth for the strife.
butter, add three tablespoonfuls of The world' highway Is cumbered today;
curry powder, a half cup of milk and
They make up the Item of Ufa.
Cook until But
a half cup of water.
the virtue that conquers passion
Have ready a half cup of
smooth.
And the sorrow that hide in a .mils.
curry
la
to
the
It these that are worth the homage of
cooked rice; add this
earth,
mixture, remove the onion, add a taFor we find them but once In a while.
blespoonful of butter and a dash of
pepper and dispose as a border on a
MEATS FOR THE TABLE.
dish with the creamed chicken Is tbe

over water.

A brown taffeta dress (by the way,
Lower In bust than ever are the
Stays, and the sloping shoulders of brown taffeta is certainly going to be
the kimono sleeve and the graceful, the right wear for the next few
draped fichu are but tendencies which months) is trimmed with brown fur.
The corsage is bloused into a narrow
pointed the way for this new figure.
Some of the newest Parisian cor- taffeta belt quite simply, and around

sets are but mere girdles above the
waist quite frequently not reaching
to the bust. The idea is to give one
long line shoulder to waist a gently
sloping line with the bust as low as
possible.
But not below the waist ia the corset growing shorter! Far from It!
grow
Longer
longer
et ill
and
mademoiselles stays one wonders
how they can be worn with comfort.
But they can. for many of them are
not heavily boned, but beautifully
shaped and so arranged that the figure may bo kept slim and youthful
below the waist line.
Not below the waist line alone,
however, is the fig'ire to be youthful
but above It as well.
The high,
lifted waist line, the low bust, the
slim, sloping shoulders all this Is
calculated to keep madame from
showing the ravages of time to keep
her youthful as possible.
Very comfortable, Indeed, are these
new corsets, for If they hold the body
trim and tight below the waist line
they keep it supple and free above
the waist, allowing ease and freedom
of movement and perfect comfort.

LEFT-OVER-

Meat Is so costly that never a scrap
should be wasted. Tbe bones can be
used In soup and the gristle and tough
portions likewise.
Breslau of Beef. Mix a pint of
chopped cold cooked beef with the
yolks of three eggs; add a half plat of
stock, two tablespoonfuls of butter
and a half cup of bread crumbs, a cup
of thin cream, a teaspoonful of salt
and one of minced parsley, and pepper
to taste. Put Into buttered ramekins
and set In a pan of water to bake la
the oves. Cover with buttered paper
and bake thirty minutes.
Beat two eggs, add
Ham Timbales.
of a cup of rich milk
and a quarter of a cup of cream, one
cup of chopped cold cooked ham, a
teaspoonful of Bait and a dash of pepper, a fourth of a cup of soft bread
crumbs. Mix all together and turn
luto buttered tlmbale molds, set Is
a pan of water and cover with buttered paper and bake until firm In the
center. Turn out of the molds, surround with sauce and put a sprig of
parsley In the top of each tlmbale.
This may be steamed In a quart mold
three-fourth-

double-breaate-

Whs,

r .ta

tlsh from the Juice which gathers

the pan.

Variety Is the Splce of life and
tbe progressive housekeeper Is constantly varying the diet so that monotony la never a bugbear. It Is easier
to go on day aiter day cooking the
same old dishes. It takes study and
planning to make a variety and keep
within the allowance for the table
expenses In many homes wltb the
same allowance there Is a vast difference in the food, because It is
the last thing planned for and studied.
In such
establishments
there is
bound to be waste.
As meat is our most costly food It Is
reasonable to give thought In planning the meat dishes or there Is needless expense.
It Is not niggardly to
conbuy as little as Is ordinarily
sumed and one can always "water
the porridge that all may dine." In
case unexpected company arrives. A
good way to serve chicken:
Stewed Chicken. Cut up the fowl
and cover with hot water, allow It
to cook slowly until tender, boiling
will toughen the
tenderest
meat
About half an hour before serving sdd
a teaspoonful of salt snd a slice of
onion, more salt will be needed, but
add it to the broth
If necessary.
Take two tablespoonfnls of flour,
moistened with water, sdd to the
broth wltb a half cup of cream, when
egg and
hot pour over a
serve poured over tbe chicken.
Irish Stew Take one pound of the
neck of mutton and cut Into small
pieces, add three carrots and four
onions, cover with boiling water and
bring to a boll; stsw slowly for 41
minutes then add five potatoes, pepper
and salt to taste, and serve very hot
with the vegetables around the meat
well-beate- n
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Wisconsin secured
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IOWA WOMAN

Hs Knew His Business.
Tbe elderly woman was walking
along with a young woman, evidently
ber daughter, and a young man. A
newsboy peralstently ssked the young
msn to buy a paper.
"O'wan and buy ons. 1 want to
sell out snd git home to my maw I
She's by herself." The boy bung on
until he wss dismissed by a negative
nod. Then he approached the elderly

woman.
"No, 1 can't read," said the woman,
with a smile. "I'm German."
Then the young man was approached
again. "You kin read. Go ahead and
buy one. You kin read It to her."
"No, my eyes are bad. I can't see
very well."
But tbe newsboy was determined to
mske s sale. "Well, buy one for your

girl," Indicating the younger woman;
"she's got pretty eyes!" And, aeeo
less to say, he made tbe sale.
Accommodating.

"Why do you argue with your wiref
asked the bachelor. "Don't you know
the futility of It?" "Of course," replied the married man. "but 1 have to
allow her a little pleasure once In a
whlle."-Pu- cB.
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EYES

THERE.

I'm not living with my
any more."
don't blame her.

Msndy's idea of It
Mistress What! Going to leave me
to get married? Whom are you going
to marry?
Mandy Ah's done goin' to marry
Ling Chung, the Chinese laundryman.
He's a good man. he Is.
'
Hut. Mandy. think of what your
children would be!"
"Yes. mum. Ah has. Ah knows de
poor little thlngs'll be Mexicans, but
Ah loves htm Just de same!"
8URPRISED DOCTOR.
Illustrating the Effect of Food.
The remarkable
adaptability
of
OrapeNuts food to stomach so disordered that they will reject everything else, Is Illustrated by the case
of a woman In Racloe, Wis.
"Two years sgo," abe says, "I waa
attacked by a stomach trouble so serious thst for a long time I could not
take much of any sort of food. Evsn
the various kinds prescribed by the
doctor produced most scute psln.
"We then got some Crape Nuts food,
and you can Imagine my surprise snd
delight when I found thst I could eat
It with a relish and without the slightest distress.
"When the doctor heard of It he told
me to take several email portions each
day, because he feared I would grow
tired of it as I had of all other food.
"But to bis surprise, (snd that of
everybody else), I did not tire of
Grape-Nut- ,
snd became better day by
day, till, after some weeks, my stomach entirely recovered and I was able
to eat anything my appetite craved.
"My nerves, which had become so
weakened that I feared I would become Insane, were also restored by
tbe Grape Nuts food In connection
with Poatum which has become our
Uble beverage.
I appreciate
most
gratefully snd thankfully the good that
your food preparations hsve done me,
and sbsll be glad to answer any letters
Inquiring as to my experience." Nsme
given by Poatum Co., Battle Creek.

Mich.
Read tbe little book, "The Road to
WellvUfcs." Id pkgs. "There's a rea-
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Col. John
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years ago to the
food people of the north as a guerrilla, and occasionally as something
rone, a man who, it is said, went
about his raiding with a price on his
bead, Uvea in Washington today and
goes about its streets sturdily, with
his head up, his eye bright and his
falcon nose aa warlike in expression
tor noses have expression as it waa
In the days of civil strife.
Two years ago Colonel Mosby was
taken to a hospital to be operated
upon for appendicitis. The surgeons
told him that be probably could not
pull through. "Ill pull through," he
said, and he did. Recently he has
been writing stories about his .civil
war career, taking up the pen Just after stepping oS the lecture platform.
Last winter the old ranger went into
Connecticut to speak in a Tillage
which, during the Civil war days, had
been the scene of a meeting called to
execrate Mosby's method of warfare.
The union veterans turned out to meet
the former confederate, and gave him
a somewhat warmer reception than
their comrades bad been able to give
him at any time during his raiding career.
Colonel Mosby did not attend the
last reunion of the men of his command. He has not, in fact, attended
their reunion for some years, because
it is said there was a feeling against
him because he became a federal office holder not long after the war, be

ing easily "reconstructed."
Grant
liked Mosby, and he did what he
could for him. Just as he did for Long-stree- t,
who also suffered from southern disdain because he was willing to
accept an office at the hands of an old
West Point comrade. Longstreet had
to make his living, and so did Mosby,
and both, knowing that the war was
over, thought there was nothing
wrong in working for the kindly
Uncle Sam against whom they had
been fighting for some years.
When Mosby was raiding between
the armies and capturing all kinds of
northern property, he gave little
thought to the safety of certain of his
own belongings. Just as the war was
about to end, a Union officer captured
8,000 pounds of tobacco belonging to
the guerrilla chieftain. The raider
did not like It, for his loss was made
the subject of Jokes Innumerable. The
confederate said nothing for a long
time, for there was a certain adage
which had to do with turn about and
fair play, and be thought presumably
that people would hold that it fitted
his case.
After the years went by the raider
thought of his 8,000 pounds of tobacco
and of Its value In money. He petitioned the United States senate to
pass a bill which would give him the
right to go to the court of claims for
payment for the tobacco confiscated
by the government
It was said at the time that the old
rebel chieftain had the raiding Instinct so strong in him that he must
needs make a foray against the Unit
ed States treasury. The senate granted the colonel leave to go to the
court of claims, but whether he ever
recovered the money for his 8,000
pounds of fine cut and plug the records are not at hand to show.

Mystery of the U. S. Army Uniforms
for the many
WHO is responsible
and Idiotic changes
in our army uniforms? Those who
have suffered- - most, officers of the
regular army and of the National
Guard, long suspected that the general
staff could, if It were so minded, throw
some light upon this outrage.
Recently the Army and Navy Journal editorially assured the victims
that the general staff was Innocent
Suspicion next falls upon the adjutant general, but any one familiar with
the context of the executive order defining the duties of the chief of staff
end limiting the duties of the adjutant
general to that of sergeant major in
chief of the army knows that the adjutant general could have bad any
sand in the atrocity.
The quartermaster general and the
eommissiary general are not involved.
The surgeon general Is entirely above
suspicion.
Brig. Gen. Clarence Edwards, chief
of the Insular burean, can be acquitted. He has but Infrequent opportunities to wear a uniform, and his official and social duties are such that

árÜlí

.58a

an

be would have but little time to work
out the detalla of such a formidable
conspiracy against the purses and
the comfort of the army at large.
While no denial has come from
Major Butt, no sensible mortal will
seek to fasten upon the gallant Archie
the stigma of the uniform trickery.
Recognising, as he must, that his
tenure of office as aid to the president
is threatened, he would be loth to
visit upon himself the burden of having to purchase expensive toggery-Therremains but one logical solution; that la, that some clerk in tha
war department has. in the spirit of a
practical Joker, prepared the orders
changing the uniform, and, being familiar with the overworked condition
of the general staff, has succeeded in
slipping them through unscrutlnlsed.
e

Arraigned for White Lead Peril
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"

chief lnves-tlgator of occupational disease for
the federal government, has completed
a thorough Investigation of the white
lead Industry of the United States in
Its relation to lead poisoning. Her
report, which is Issued aa part of a
bulletin of the bureau of labor, contains many disquieting facta and figures. Ia IS months from January 1.
1Í10. to April 30. 1911, 368 specific
cases of lead poisoning were discovered, 18 of which resulted In death.
The report la Intended to guide
legislators in framing needed laws for
the protection of workers in the lead
industry.
American manufacturera
are accused of carelessness and Indif
NR. ALICE HAMILTON,

1

ference in this most Important matter.
The apathy of managers and superintendents In many of the 22 planta
visited by her is ascribed by Dr. Hamilton to Ignorance. They had regarded white lead poisoning ss inevitable
snd did not understand the need of
precaution.
"Even more striking," saya the report, "waa the ignorance shown by
owners or managers aa to actual sickness among their men. Several times
men, apparently quite sincere, maintained that there waa no lead poisoning at all In their factories. In one
Instance the manager aaid that they
had only two cases In seven years;
17 rasas were found In the hospital
records of some IS months. Another
manager challenged the writer to find
one case for which his factory was
responsible, snd 21 were found scattered through two years' time. This
manager promptly Installed a physician aa medical "examiner, a measure
he had up to that time considered
quite superfluous."

Young America Is

to School

jtfoulaij

FOR

Chief,

Like

CR0KER
So

Many

Others, Succumbed to the Fascination of Stevenson.
The Ideas of Richard Croker do not
run on bookish lines. Regretting this
circumstance and considering that a
taste for literature, once inculcated,
might be a source of pleasure in his
advanced years, a journalistic friend
who crossed the Atlantic with the onetime chieftain of Tammany ball not
long ago cornered him In the steamship's library one evening and ob- talned a reluctant permission to read
Treasure Island" to blm.
Much to his friend's encouragement.
Mr. Croker listened with unfeigned In
terest until the lights went out and
apparently enjoyed the narrative of
the exciting events of John Morgan,
r,
r
Dlllw
nl..l.
Din ouuoa,
Diuca rlAjg, juuu otivei
and the others.
therefore, finding
Mr. Croker In the library the next
evening, the Journalist again produced his volume of Stevenson and
e
drew up a chair. But the
Tammany chieftain lifted a protesting
hand.
"Don't read that book to me any
more." he aaid. "1 couldn't get to
sleep last night for thinking about
those fellows."

'

bed-tim- e

"In 110
"that the average daily alt salaam la
the public schools was 1S.SS1.771,
which was fit. I per cent of the enrollment; ta 10 the average dally at

habit-formin-

time-prove-

W. L. DOUGLAS
3M,4

& 5 SHOES
255, '2.50, 3,
Ail Styles. All Leathers, All Sizes and Widths,
for Man, Women and Boys.
THE STANDARD

j

'

'JtfZr

TO ORDER BY KAIL
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FAR AS HE COULD GO.

A fresh hand-mad- e
U to most 10c cigars.

one-tim-

cigar, so rich In quality that many smokers prefs
Tell the dealer you want Lewis' Single Binder.

Saving Time!
BBBSSW

DISFIGURED

WITH

CRUSTS

"Some time ago I was taken with
eczema from the top of my head to
my waist. It began with scales on my
body
I suffered untold Itching and
burning, and could not aleep. I was
greatly' disfigured with scales and
crusts. My ears looked as if they had
been most cut off with a razor, and
my neck waa perfectly raw. I suffered
untold agony and pain. I tried two
doctors who said I bad eczema in Its
fullest stage, and that It could not
be cured.
I then tried other remedies to no avail. At last, I tried a set
of the genuine Cutlcura Remedies,
which cured me of eczema when all
else had failed, therefore I cannot
praise them too highly.
"I euffered with eczema about ten
months, but am now entirely cured,
and I believe Cutlcura Remedlea are
the beat akin cure there is." (Signed)
Miss Mattle J. Shaffer. R. T. D. 1. Box
I, Dancy. Miss.. Oct 27, 1910.
"I hsd suffered from eczema about
four yeara when bolls began to break
out on different parts of my body. It
started with a flae red rash. My
tack was affected first, when It also
spread over my face. The Itching was
almost unbearable at times. I tried
different soaps and salves, but nothing
seemed to help me until I began to
use the Cutlcura Soap and Ointment.
One box of them cured me entirely. 1
recommended them to my sister for
her baby who was troubled with tooth
eczema, and they completely cured her
baby." (Signed! Mrs. F. L. Marber-gi.- .
Drobersvllle. Pa.. Sept. , 1910.
Although Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are sold everywhere, a sample
at each, with
book, will bo
mailed free on application to "Cutí-cura" Dept. L. Boston.

you're going to

A Feed of Hay.
"Once upon a time," C. M. Thur-naue- r
served upon a murder jury. For
hours and hours the body deliberat
ed eleven agreed upon a verdict, but
BjM
twelfth obdurately refused to
change hla position. Finally a court
officer rapped at the door and Inquired
as to the prospests of agreement.
"None In sight," responded the
thoroughly disgusted C. M.
"Perhaps I had better bring In
twelve suppers, then," suggested the

officer.

"No," said Thurnauer, glaring
at the unpersuadable member,
"bring In eleven suppers and one feed
of hay."

Exchange of Slang.
at far as you like."
"But 1 don't want to go so far that
can't 'come back.'"

St

Louis or
Kansas City, youll get
there in better time and
greater comfort if you travel

viatheKATY

mm

There are several trains at
different hours to suit
Elecyour convenience.
tric lighted Pullmans and
free reclining chair cars
are run on through trains
a through Pullman to Chicago on the Kary Limited.

For amy travtl information, fans,
btrth,, tu., uéKatfArml, erwtits
Geo. R. Heclcer.
District Paaeanser Agent,
City.

The Fool Season.
First Ice Pond Tou look thin.
Second Ice Pond Yes, they had better not skate on me till I have embonpoint.

r

"You can go

The Kind witH Use Hill
Here, men, it row lucky strike. Robin Hoed it the sporting ammunition thai
will change your field of disappointment into a ''happy hunting ground "
For
"sure enough" game getting yen can't shoot a powder that's toe quick. and
you can t buy any that will shoot to truck and k 01 so far at ,

I

Hamlins Wiiard Oil is recommended by
many pbjsic-ians- .
It u used in many public and private hospitals. Why not keep
a botlie uu hand in your own hoaie?

Kobtn Moos.
QpBsBjjsÉr

4

Labor Question,
lady of House You aay you work?
At what?
Hobo At Intervals.

Asking a Good Deal of Her.
it LAXariva bromo unman. u. t r
stawor. f a. W .kovV I mé Um Woru)
I shall want you to vw
Mrs. Hack-Barwvmiwaawwr. a
be dressed by three o'clock. Ellen,
to receive any friends who may call.
The man who is compelled to toe
Ellen Oh. lor. mum!
Ain't you tho mark may develop Into a chronic
to be in?
kicker
h)

IFChicago,

She My brother is in Manila.
He That'a a long way off.
She Tea; he could hardly get any
further away without coming nearer.

AMMUNITIO N

VBy

wisars m t owamsrm. aa rowa isjililin
Tku a m ruliMhc Snhm Hood nimrt. lot no Wt

a Trust...
fmmem
.Vj"e.
swswaiaw Imj. '
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awSa tas issaáu sasséaa fcir
Pal Sabia HA Aamalnoa w nw km. You'll sn tk
SSanaai hi ajssrn aatar-el- gk
saawli isry. pam
see ee "tice."
Svy Rabia Hood tHot sacflt aad awullw turn dm Neat
Slslll. at tf as dass mm ante tana ra as.
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Ciafaier catetaeue. h alalia!
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ROBIN HOOD AMMUNITION COMPANY
6th Strct?wTrtoa. Vt.

It's easier to secure a patent than It
No sjaa ever abuses an enemy aa
to convert It into cash
much as he does his stomach.

Wife

puhUe

the past deeade then la

any prsiioas oe

All Charges Prepaid.

Shoes Sent Everywhere

are not told in toot town, tend din to factor)-- . Take
IfWeXeJkmpm
of fool as shown in 'notlel : statf style i?tirM : size and widtb ritual v worn ; plain
or cap toe ueav j, ujHinm or i iem aoie. i no tnr tttrurwt uner mau nrnmr

of our
3W

1

OK QUALITY

FOR OVER 30 YEARS
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
e W. L Douglas shoes a trial. W. L.
Douglas name stamped on a shoe guarantees superior quality and more value
for the money than other makes. His
name and price stamped on the bottom
protects the wearer against high prices
and inferior shoes. Insist upon having
the genuine W. L. Douglas shoes.
I
A Take no substitute.

that the children

karly during

"h

"?

tendance reached 11.SM.M7.
79.6 per cent of the number

the

r,

absolutely free from alcohol and all injurious,
g
drugs. All its
ingredientt are printed on itc wrappers. It hat no relationship with secret
nostrums.
Its every ingredient is endorsed by the leaders in all the schools of
medicine. Don't accept a secret nostrum at a substitute for this
n
remedy of mows composition.
Ask youb nbighsom. They matt know of
40 ye,r'
'n yonr own neighborhood.
m"nT,?i? m"de "tJ durin
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.V. Pierce, Pres., Buffalo, N. Y.

THE PEEVISH CHILD
NEEDS TREATMENT

OWLT OKU -- BBOHO OCIWIRB."

our figures show.'

blood-make-

r

ilesn-bullr'e-

.

When a child sulks drowsily, or Is
fretful, it Is usually due to some slight
disorder of the digestive organs, and a
mild laxative is very often all that is
necessary to restore cheerfulness and
buoyancy of spirits.
In cases where the use of a gentle,
effective laxative stimuiant Is indl-- I
cated, many of the best physicians are
now prescribing Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin. This preparation Is admitted-- !
ly the perfect laxative, being mild, yet
positive In Its action on the bowels,
and far preferable to violent cathart- les and purgative waters. It is very
pleasant to the taste and is an ideal
remedy to regulate and strengthen the
stomach, liver and bowels. Its easy,
natural action makes It especially desirable In the case of children, a dose
d
at
being sure to have the
result next morning, with no attendant unpleasantness or discomfort.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is sold
by druggists everywhere in 60c and
11.00 bottles. If you have never tried
this splendid remedy, write to Dr. W.
B. Caldwell, 201 Washington St.. Mon-- ;
tlcello, 111., for a sample. He will be
very glad to send a trial bottle with- out any expense to you whatever.

t

digestive laleea, restores the lout appetite, makes
assimilation perfect. Invigorates the liver and
parities and enriches tae blood. It Is the great
and restorative nerve toale.
makes mea
strong la body, active la miad aad tool It
la Judgement.
This ''Discovery" it pore, glyceric extract of American medical roots,

11

e

average of school
THE highestla the history of the

American school system was reached
In the year 1S0S, according to statistic! gathered by the United States bureau of education, figures tor lSli
sire not yet available, but the opinion
was expressed by Dr. T. B. Dresstar
of the burean that ISIS would show
till better results.
Returns show, he declared, that the
length of the school term increased
from 144 days in 1900 to 165 days ta
ISO, while in the same period tae
average number of days attended by
to 11. This
each pnptl rose from
sneaaa that more than half a month
Aa been added to the average length
ief the school term, and In this par--

OA-e-

EXCITING

A sane who has a weak and impaired stomach and who does not
properly digest his food will toon find that his blood has become
weak and impoverished, and that bis whole body it improperly and
insufficiently nourished.
Dr. PIERCE'S QOVDEM MEDICAL DISCOVERT
makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow of

y

Mrs. Oennle Scott,
Martin, Term
of this city, says: "For years, I was
troubled, more or less, with womanly
troubles.
Sometimes I would have
shortness oi breath, and smothering
spells. I tried several doctors, but
they only gave me temporary relief.
At last I trled'Cardul, the woman's
tonic, and founú it t be the medicine
suiting my case, t was quickly relieved by it, and now, for the first
time in years, I a"- - very well, and
enjoy good health.
I praise Cardui for these good results. I recommend the medicine to
my friends, because I know It Is
good, safe and reliable. It helped
me wonderfully, and I can truthfully
say that Cardui Is the best medicine I
have ever taken."
Be sure that Cardui. the woman's
tonic, will bring you help, if you will
use It regularly, and for a reasonable
length of time.
You know you can depend on Cardui, because you have read of so
many who are enthusiastic in Its
praise. Cardui has stood the test of
time, the supreme test of merit.
Cardui is successful. It has been
found to relieve womanly pain and
build up womanly strength. Try Cardui. It will help you.
N. U. Write tot Ladles' AdvUory
Dept., Cbattaaooca Medicine o., Chattanooga, Trun., (or Speetal Inafra e
tloaa, and
nook. Home Trent
meat for Women," acnt la plain wrapper, on reqneat.
TOO

The Fountain Head of Life
Is The Stomach

In the den which opened off the living room the man was roaring soul-fullhis own modernized version of
an old song. "If I had but ten millions
a year, Gaffer Green, If I had but ten
millions a year "
"What would you do wlth.ltr his
sister Interrupted, less for purposes
of Information than In pursuit of quiet.
"One thing, anyhow. Sis," he broke
off with unexpected earnestness.
"I'd
establish a system of free laundries
for the poor. New Yorkers are wonderfully clean people, all things considered, but you can't get around much
without realizing that more laundry
work and bathing would be an Immense benefit in some directions."
"But how would you manage it?
Who would be the beneficiaries? How
could you discriminate?"
"All that would have to be considered, of course. Now, you work out
the detail. Sis, and I'll go out and try
to scrape up the ten millions." New
York Press.

Timely Recovery. Details
Regarding the Case.

Noted Guerrilla Survives the Knife

POOR

Man Undoubtedly Had Great Scheme,
Although There Was a Slight
Obstacle In the Way.

WELL AGAIN
Good News from Martin Tell

HELP FOR

S) a!

MAI H DM 1991 NO

T

Wrf-V-
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Legal Notices

ment and costs
EDWIN MECHEM,
TER
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Harry H. McEIroy,

SPECIAL

MAS-

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF Attorney for plaintiff,
Tucumcari, New Mexico.
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO, IN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OTERO.
A

Newspaper For

All

The Family

Suited to the needs of all the
people of Alamogordo and Otero
County, because it is representative of the best interests of
all the people.
As willing and eager to boost
Cloudcroft, Tularosa, or any
other Otero County town as to
boost Alamogordo.

Its news columns are free from
bias or editorial comment. The
news reports carry only the
facts in the cace, leaving the
readers to form their own
conclusions.
Readers will find in The News

nothing that they would
willing or ashamed to have
their little children read.
be un-

C. C.

Carroll,

36

Plaintiff

Notice for Publication
No. 1080 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Southwestern Mining and
1
Smelting Company
U. S. LAND OFFICE
Defendant
at Las Cruces, N. M.,
This cause coming on to be heard this
January 26, 1912
day upon the return of the summons
Notice is hereby given that James F.
herein returned "not served" and an
affidavit to the satisfaction of the Pridmore, of Shamrock, N. M., who.
made homestead
Court that process cannot be served on Au8t 23' l9l
952. for WUNW; NV
N"
upon the defendent within the State of
Section 7' TownslliP 18 S- Riin
New Mexico and the Court being fully 8W
E, N M P Meridian, has filed notice
advised in the premises f.nds that the
ke Final five year
defendant should be directed and order- - of intenti"
ed to enter its appearance herein, other- - Proof' 40 stMSh claim to the land
wise the Court shall order the Clerk of above described, before the County
of 0tero
this Court to enter appearance for the Clerk
'! AIl,moordo'
...
' .
I (.1 A
taren, mill
"
'
defendant
ordered' Claimant names as witnesses:
it is therefore considered,
and adjudged by the Court that the W. L. Garrison, of Shamrock, N. M.
"
defendent do cause its appearance to John Stark,
"
of
be entered herein on or before the 18th S. Price,
of Alamogordo, N. M.
day of March, A. Ü., 1912 and that if James Pennimore, of Cloudcroft, N M
said appearance is not so entered, the
JOSE GONZALES,
Clerk of this Court shall enter appear
26
Register.
ance for the said defendant.
It is further ordered that a copy of
Notice of Pendency of Suit
this order be published in The Alamo- gordo News for four successive weeks. In the
case of
the last publication to be not less than Alamogordo improve
aays
tne
return
hereDeiore
day
SS.
ininy
ment Co.,
Plaintiff,
of; and that a copy of this order shall
In the District
vs.
be posted in three public places within
Marv t. Jtieinivnr
Court of Otero
the t ounly of Otero, auu iue oí :e
r.
ictor
Count v.
Springer,
México, towit: one copy at the front Frank P. Springer.
No. 1037.
'door of the Court House, Alamogordo. Louis R. Springer, Roy
one copy at the corner of Tenth Street H. Springer, Charles E.
Springer,
and New York Avenue, Alamogordo Isobefle Springer, J.
and one copy in front of the Post Of- - I!. Kilpatrick, Adolph
fice, Alamogordo,
said notices to be Hoffman, Mrs. Annie
posted for four weeks arid that the ex- Cox, Francisco Fruen- tes, M. R. Measer.J. B.
piration of said four weeks be not less OT.rien,D.B.
Richmond
than thirty days before the return day ('. R. Phillips, W. C.
L.
Smith,
E. Martin,
thereof.
Done at Estancia, New Mexico this ('. M. Yard, Lawrence
O'Cleary, Mary C.
22nd. day of January, 1912.
O'Cleary, Johana
EDWARD L. MEDLER,
O'Cleary, M. A. Crea- Garner,
Judge Third Judicial District of New mer,
vs

-

"

T

O""'

.

-

t

V

P. E. R. JARVIS
County, New Mexico. Said sums being
expended in order to hold said claim
Dent 1st
under the provisions of section 2324 of
Office
St.,
opposite barren .
10th
the Revised Statutes of the United
.
71.
States, and the amendment thereto,
N. M.
AIiAMOQORIMY.
approved January 22, 1880. concerning
annual labor upon mining claims, being
the amount required to hold said lode
R. J. G. HOLMES, M D.
for the period ending on the 31st day of
December, A. D. 1911. And if within
ninety 90 days from the personal serTelephones
vice of this notice, or within ninety 90'
Office
Kesidence 72
78.
dayi after the publication thereof, you
fail or refuse to contribute your proporOffice Next to Citizens Bank.
tion of said expenditures as
ALAMOGORDO. M. M.
which amounts to Twenty ($20.00 Dollars per annum for each of you for each
of said years above named, your interest CHERRY & SHERRY
in the claim will become the property of
Attorneys at Law
the subscriber, your
who has
Office ttphtelri
mude the required expenditures by the
terms of said section.
Tirol National H.ik nihldinv
TULAROSA COPPER COMPANY,
By
EDWIN MECHEM,
H. MAJOR,
45t
Act. Atty. j

Republican in politics, progressive in views, yet conservative
in criticism of people and parties differing in political faith.
Not under control of any of the
"interests", and not under
pledge to "stand hitched".
Just, fair, and impartial in the
treatment of all other matters
as well.

Louiehan Maese, C,
Torres, D, Torres. J.
M. Barber, 01
Brink
eroff, Hen Cofley, A.
H. Eaton, Felipe
Plores, Royal Jack- Robinson,
man,
F. L. Kite, L. E. Pite,

14

Notice For Publication
D EPA KM EN T 0E THE INTERIOR
U. S. LAND OFFICE
at Las cruces, N. M.
January 11, 1912.
Notice is hereby tricen that Sarah E.
Anglin. of Mountain Park, N. M., who.
jon April 17. 1907, made Homestead
entry, No. 53230I21S6), for SW'.,NW
'., Section 3, Township lti S, Range
11 E, N M P Meridian,
has filed notice
of intention to make Final five year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before S. M. Parker
U. S.
N. M

Commissioner,

PRINTING

ments-it

requires that

ideas be combined
with

first-cla- ss

stock

and equipment.
We
furnish the ideas, and
deliver every job under an absolute guarantee. If the work is
unsatisfactory, it costs
you nothing. A trial
order is enough to
convince and is free if
unsatisfactory.

LET US PRINT FOR YOU
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i

n
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POPULAU MECHANICS CO.
3
W.
.,tmei.B SI
CHICAGO

No Money
in Advance

Satiafao
tion Guar

anteed
Lowest Net
Fae lory
Prices

EasiestA

Terms

Saving of
1 00
to

$200
From Fac-

New Mexico.
Chas. E. Thomas,
Clerk.

tory Direct.
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PCR TEAM. SINOLE COTtCO
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When enlling for above letters
r?iy Advertised and j)ty
m' ei'itt.
J. It. Bewkine, P. .

BOO PTCTUWCS

200 ANTICLCS OF BWlL INTUISr
The "Shop Note" Department (20 pages'
z:ves eary ways to do thini
how 1 make
usciul articles tor home and shop, repairs, etc
'Amateur Mechanic " (10 page) teth how to
mal e Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boa's,
engines, ma:ic. and all the tb:ngs a boy loves'

win

If.

Gondoll, William U.
Ltigiro, I.uganlita

Are vou rc.idir.g it? Two mü'ion of your
ntijlibors are, and it is tha favunte mafcaun
in t housand i of the be- -t Anieri. an homes. It
appeals to
classes old and young men
.nd v.. men IBOSM who know and tliose who
wit to Know.

il

N.

1911.
Alamogordo, N. M., Poatofllea).
ICvnni, K. N.

Popular Mechanics

MCI tCH MONTH

Alamogordo.

r.istdf A.lvertiM'ii Letter

A GREAT Continued Story of the World',
von n..-,
readini u
any time, and which will hold your interest
forever, is :
in

"rrojNraaa which

SO

::

Advertised tetters List

CO VOU CAN

UNDERSTAND IT"

Alamogordo,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT. THIRD
Forfeiture Notice
JUDICIAL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF
OTERO. THE STATE OF NEW MEXAlamogordo, N. M.
ICO. John C. Ferrier vs. John C.
November 27, 1911.
Roberta, et al.. No. 1040. In pursuance
DAVID II, EASTON and WILLIAM
of judgment rendered in the aUive HOWLING, their heirs, exec utors, adstyled court and cause, whereby plain- ministrators and aaaigna:
tiff obtained judgment against d. fend- - j You, and each of you, are hereby
ant John C. Roberta and Malinda J. notified that the Tularosa Copper Com
RolierU for $10.M. with eight per pany, a corporation of New Mexico, haa
cent interest per annum from date of' during each of the years
judgment, to wit. Nov. 15th. 1911, with
and 1911 expended the sum of One
coata of suit and sale, and for forecloav hundred ($100.00) dollars per annum in
tire and tale of the property hereinafter labor and improvements upon the VIRdescribed.
GINIA COPPER LODE mining claim,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That situated in the Tularosa Mining
t,
I, Edwin Met tu rn. Special Muater here- Section 26. Township 13, South
tofore appointed by the court herein, Range 11 East, County of Otero, and
will on the 8th day of April A. D., 1912, Territory of New Mexico, more parat ten o'clock in the forenoon of said ticularly described as follows:- - Beginday, at the front door of the Court ning at a discovery shaft which is about
House at Alamogordo, Otero County, five hundred (500) yards East of the
New Mexico, tell at public auction for Andrew Wilson house on the South side
caah to the highest bidder the following of Rio Tularosa, and running South five
property:
hundred (500) feet; thence West three
Lot No. 16 in Block No. 72 in the hundred (800) feet to a moument;
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ui niamogorao,
tuero Ixjunty, thence North fifteen hundred (1,600)
j iuwii
Mexico,
according to the recorded feet; thence East six hundred (600)
Iew
plat thereof.
feet; thence South fifteen hundred (16- And that I will apply the proceed of 00) feet, thence West three hundred
aald aale to the payment of laid judg-- (300) feet to the centre line on South
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District Court for the County of Otero,
State of New Mexico, by the Alamogordo Improvement Company, as plain-tii- r.
praying for an adjudication of the
J. T. Haynes. of
rights to the waters of the Fresnal
"
"
Jessie Green, of
Creek and all its tributaries, and to de-- ;
S. Kotoski,
"
"
" termine whether there is any
of
JOSE GONZALES
water remaining in such creek.
Register. and to determine and establish, and to
quiet ;,nd set at rest, Plaintiff's title in
Notice For Publication
and to the waters of such creek, and
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, for an '"junction restraining defeml- ants frt.m further diversion or use of
o LAND OHK K
U. s.
,
puvil
ciitmieu i piainiiii, aim oi
at Ros well. New Mexico,
fix and determine all places of approSerial No. 022K7
January 6, 1912. priation and diversion of such waters of
Notice is hereby given that Edgar Fresm I Creek as defendants may have
Watts, of Dunken, N. M.. who. on the right to use, and for a determina-Marc15, 191U. made Homestead En- -' tion of the amount of water reasonably
try1. Serial, No. 022067, for N ' . of N'y, necessarv
for the use of all narties to
Section
Township 17-Range M-such suit, and (or the tnkirig charge by
N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of the court of such waters and their dig- intention to make Final Commutation tritiution (tending this suit, and for tern- Proof, to estahlish claim to the land uorarv iniunctiuna controllinii such wa
aoova aaaeiwao. Mlon rrewriek V I tm Jtirlng On pandant at audi suit
Hunter, U. S. Commissioner, in bla of-- 1
Unlesa you enter your appearance in
nee. at aiayhili.
.!., on the 2oth .lay said suit on or before the Twenty-fiftof February. 1912.
(:25th) Day of April. 1912, judgment by
Claimant names as witnesses:
default will be rendered against you.
Hugh K. Barkley.
of Mayhill, N. M.
The Plaintilfa attorneys and the post
Drayden S. Mills.
of Dunken, N. M. office address thereof are as follows:
.Jonuthan W. VanWitikle of '
"
Hawkins & Franklin,
Fred Cox.
of
El I'aao, Tex.
T. c. TILL0T80N,
Edwin Mmmm,
513
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gDWIN MECHEM
Attorney at law

W. H. Forl.es, traveling salesman of El Paso, asa business
visitor in Alamogordo Tuesday
i

law.
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Printing that is artistic requires more than
mere stock and equip-
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ladies of the Baptist
will hold a bake sale on
Saturday, March 2.
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The above named defend nts, specifically named, are hereby notified that
a suit in chancery has been commenced
apainst them, and each thereof, in the

Alamogordo,
on the 12th day of March. 1912,
Claimant names as witnesses:
P. N. Nelson, of Mountain Park, N. M.

at

Attorney

E. F. Oadwallader of Mountain
Park was a visitor here last
Thursday evening.

J. E. Taylor.
James W. Hargrave,
P. Brady. NadineNeff,
Edward J. Bates. H.

at
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er

Mrs.

AH- P. Cameron,
man.
Hilburn. et
als., Defendants.
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end of claim; the location notice of said
mining claim being recorded at Page 9,
Book M of Mining Records of Lincoln
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